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This project, as well as my introduction to the field of city planning, was inspired by 
a rather incomprehensible combination of factors, starting with a newly realized 
affinity for big, shiny buildings and fast trains in Southern China. Hailing from one of 
the most desolate of the United States, where cows outnumber humans 4 to 1, I was 
familiar with a type of growth and development. For instance, maybe my neighbor 
put up a new fence, or a sidewalk downtown had been repaired. If I was lucky, I might 
have sees a pre-built shed pulled along the highway and plopped onto fresh concrete. 
Young and wide-eyed, I ate it all up--the layers of complexity, the speed of the city, the 
neon lights, the layers of muck and smashed fruits under the street hawkers’ stalls, 
the water tossed from buckets on eighth story balconies, but most importantly, the 
diversity in every sense: visual, audible, olfactory. I’d been listening to the Urbanist, 
a show by the Monocle Studios in London, but was convinced city planning reserved 
for elected officials and trash cleaners. I had no idea I could pursue a career that 
would allow me to shape the city, to accentuate the best qualities that urban areas 
have to offer, and to create more welcoming, integrated, connected, and diverse 
environments. 
 
I’m not sure on what day or in what hour it was of sitting nose down in my laptop, 
countless web tabs open, endlessly flipping through graduate programs options, that 
I finally stumbled upon urban planning graduate courses. It was too good to be true, 
and I could study in a foreign country? What a dream! Singapore, Hong Kong, Sweden, 
Canada. I’d been and enjoyed a few, and heard good things about the others. One 
 v 
month and $1,000 later, I’d applied to a handful of programs and was prepared to wait, 
however, unsettled by nature, I discovered a golden nugget: I could claim in-state 
tuition at the University of Austin, Texas given my parent’s recent move to Texas. That 
was it, I spent Thanksgiving of 2018 cramming for the GRE to beat the deadline and 
eeked out a fair enough score to get in. I was set. 
 
Still curious to find some way to compliment by domestic education, I spent the 
summer of 2019 cooking up a Fulbright application to China to study my city 
fascination at the source. I planned to research the lived experience of residents in 
New Towns and Eco-Cities. I had my project accepted in Spring 2020, but shortly after, 
a global pandemic and political turmoil turned those plans upside-down. The grant 
has been postponed indefinitely by travel restrictions, then outright canceled (for my 
grant country, that is) by a former president of ours. I was to choose a new country 
and a new project to study. I’d just visited Amsterdam months earlier on a school funded 
trip and fell in love with the lifestyle, the attitudes, the environment, and 
the diversity of the Dutch. I’d found a new country and of course, tossed together a 
(half-baked, I must say) project proposal, though the final product resembled nothing 
of the sorts. Common throughout each proposal, however, is a commitment to 
improving the quality of life of residents in rapidly urbanizing environments. 
To my fortune, I completed all my necessary classwork courses to graduate from the 
University of Texas by the Fall of 2020 and had the entirety of my Fulbright grant in 
Spring and Summer of 2021 to write my thesis. I’d connected with my official advisor 
at TU Delft, Dr. Maarten Van Ham, whose work I was thoroughly fascinated by and who 
greeted me with open arms, to guide me through the beaurocratic hurdles of entering 
a new country during a global pandemic. (Note: this is where the acknowledgements 
 vi 
begin) He wrangled together a team of rockstar assistants, Margo van der Helm 
& Astrid Roos-Aukes, who were the brunt of much of my anxiety with the entire 
situation, but most importantly, graciously situated all paperwork for my arrival. 
This entire experience, too, would not have been possible without the gracious 
acceptance from Linda Peterson and the Fulbright Netherlands, and the precision 
with which they handled the chaos of my situation. It’d be a shame to not thank Dr. 
Michelle Addington, Dr. Bjorn Sletto, and Robin Dusek at The University of Texas at 
Austin for financial assistance, academic guidance, and encouragement to take this 
opportunity and help it fit within my academic plan. Finally, a huge thanks to my team 
at AECOM for allowing me to leave for five months to pursue this project and still greet 
me with open arms upon my return. 
 
I too, must acknowledge the individuals who guided me along the way, through 
various levels of confusion, anxiety, and exhaustion: a major thanks to Dr. Fenne 
Pinkster at the University of Amsterdam for helping me shape my research plan, to Dr. 
Tineke Lupeke for educating me on the history of planning in my research site, and to 
Eveline Van Leewan at the Amsterdam Metropolitan Institute for inviting me into the 
research group as family. 
 
This project would not have been possible without my official committee members, 
Dr. Simon Atkinson and Dr. Junfeng Jiao. Simon, thank you for showing me the most 
beautiful spirit of humanity and reminding me every day to use my tools for good. You 
have been my inspiration throughout the past two years and I am entering professional 
practice with confidence, knowing that I will take your knowledge (though only a 
fraction) and convictions with me. Dr. Jiao, thank you for your endless amount of 
 vii 
encouragement to succeed, to be ambitious, and to push my limits. I owe you for taking 
a chance on me during our first meeting and endlessly providing me opportunities for 
growth. 
 
I extend a great big and super warm thanks to my delightful colleagues at the A’Dam 
tower, who put up with my backwards hat and frequent bathroom runs, especially 
Steven, William, Nikita, Peter, Anne, Valorie, Maike, and most importantly, Rene Boer, 
for providing me undeserving friendship, mentorship, and inspiration. 
 
Finally, (yes, I’m getting to the end) I am in debt to my parents, Will and Lane, for 
endless amounts of love and encouragement, for financial and emotional support, and 
most importantly for championing my sporadic disappearance to new corners of the 
world. I want to thank my big brother Isaac, who I’ve always admired (and been jealous 
of) intellectually, for making my decision to stop at a master’s degree much easier! I’ll 
spend a lifetime digging myself out of debt to my lovely fiancé, Lauren, for sticking it out 
for this journey, despite the physical distance, and providing endless amounts of grace, 
support, and love. 
 
I symbolically dedicate this report to all my friends, new and old, for inspiring me, for 
asking me hard questions, for making me smile, for forging memories with me, and most 
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In the past, social mixing has been considered the key to fostering relationships 
between groups of individuals with diverse social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds. It 
has been used as an urban strategy when residential concentrations of disadvantaged or 
immigrant groups have grown to be considered a negative issue of neighborhood image 
and social cohesion 
 
It involves mixing the “ideal” proportion of residents from diverse social, ethnic, 
and economic backgrounds within a neighborhood, striving for an equal distribution of 
minority ethnic and social groupings. The strategy is accomplished through two distinct 
means - urban renewal and urban expansion. In urban expansion projects, an ideal mix of 
economic diversity is set from conception. While social integration is the end to reducing 
inequalities, prejudice, and divisions and promote quality interaction and a sense of 
belonging in diverse environments, social mixing is the means. 
 
The research focuses on IJburg, Amsterdam—a unique urban expansion project 
designed for a social mix from its inception. IJburg, located in lake IJmeer in the 
easternmost part of the Amsterdam Municipality, consists of seven artificially 
constructed islands in response to Dutch post-war urbanization planning policy. 
However, a district like lJburg, though planned for social mix, does not serve as an 
integration framework. The mix of housing alone does not indicate a socially mixed, 
socially integrated, nor “successful city district”  
 
The aim of this research is to study how public realm design and strategies can 
foster socially integrated cities. It asks the question of whether or not the existing spatial 
conditions in IJburg’s public realm are supporting interactions, participation, and equality 
between residents from different social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds. It examines 
 ix 
three scales, the neighborhood, the block, and the streetscape, using methods including 
observational analysis, data analysis, mapping, survey, and interview. 
 x 
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P A R T  1 .  D E F I N I T I O N  O F 
T H E  P R O B L E M ,  A I M S ,  A N D 
M E T H O D O L O G Y
1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N
 
In recent decades, cities across the globe have struggled with urban social issues from 
growth and increasing diversity through internal and international migration to major urban 
areas. As such, the fields of planning, housing, environment, economics, and transport 
have faced a new set of challenges - the spatial and perceived divisions of race, class, and 
opportunity. Many have begun prioritizing social integration to create healthier, more 
equitable, and safer cities. Social integration is the level of equality between people, their 
relationships with those around them, and the degree of participation in their communities. 
It allows individuals to have more positive and meaningful connections with each other, 
and it is predicated upon associations and interactions with those who are different from 
themselves. At the same time, it is more than just interactions; but is part of a larger strategy 
for addressing the inequalities and barriers that stand to hinder these goals. 
 
1 . 1  S I T U A T I N G  T H E  S T U D Y  W I T H I N  U R B A N 
S T U D I E S
 
1 . 1 . 1  D e f i n i n g  S o c i a l  M i x i n g  a n d  S o c i a l  I n t e g r a t i o n 
In the past, social mixing has been considered the key to fostering those relationships 
between groups of individuals with diverse social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds. Social 
mixing policies have been used to mix population groups with diverse origins and incomes 
at the neighborhood level (van Eijk and Schreuders, 2011). It is frequently used as an urban 
strategy when residential concentrations of disadvantaged or immigrant groups have grown 
to be considered a negative issue of neighborhood image and social cohesion (Van Kempen 
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and Bolt, 2009; Boterman et al., 2010; Tammaru et al. 2015;). Social mixing is expected 
to create a range of positive responses. They include social cohesion, social mobility 
opportunities, more social capital, better services, less crime, improved neighborhood 
reputation, and more residential stability (Arthurson 2002; Bolt and Van Kempen 2008; 
Kleinhans 2004; Tunstall 2003). It typically involves mixing the “ideal” proportion of residents 
from diverse social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds within a neighborhood, striving 
for an equal distribution of minority ethnic and social groupings (Bolt 2004). The strategy 
is accomplished through two different means - urban renewal and urban expansion. In 
urban renewal projects, new, middle- and upper-class-oriented units are constructed 
to attract higher-income residents to neighborhoods with high levels of low-income or 
majority-minority populations. In urban expansion projects, an ideal mix is set from the 
beginning, included in a master-planned strategy for the development, and seen through to 
construction. 
 
1 . 1 . 2  D i s t i n g u i s h i n g  b e t w e e n  m i x  a n d  i n t e g r a t i o n
These two ought not to be mistaken. Social mixing, whereby an ideal mix of residents 
has been achieved within a neighborhood, district, or development differs from social 
integration, or social cohesion, the extent to which residents of various social, ethnic, and 
economic backgrounds have strong connections with each other, is fundamentally different. 
When an ideal environment has been created for the connections mentioned earlier, social 
integration is made possible. Social integration is integral in diverse communities because it 
provides opportunities to share experiences, grow trust in each other, and allow residents to 
flourish..
 
1 . 1 . 3  I m p a c t s  o f  S o c i a l  M i x i n g  o n  I n t e g r a t i o n
 
Research on ethnically diverse neighborhoods shows that residents without migration 
backgrounds often have little to no contact with their neighbors with a migration 
background (Eckhoven and Kempen 2003). When people unknowingly choose to live 
together with others from diverse ethnic backgrounds, conflicts or the sdeepening of ethnic 
divides may occur (Tersteeg and Pinkster 2016). Suppose contact is made primarily on an 
involuntary basis as the result of nuisance or conflict. In that case, there is a higher risk of 
tensions arising, especially if the elemental attitude rejects diversity. Proximity, therefore, 
does not directly lead to increased contacts, mixing, or the aspiration of governments in 
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social mixing efforts - the exchange of social or cultural capital. However, results like this 
should not be considered a sign that building mixed neighborhoods is purely futile efforts. 
Light social contacts in public spaces can also lay a foundation for feeling comfortable 
in a neighborhood. Connections, however small, maybe enough to prevent any minor 
irritations from escalating or even developing into conflicts between ethnic groups. If the 
neighborhood facilitates external contacts, this may positively influence the neighborhood’s 
atmosphere as a whole. It is the job of planners and policymakers to design and program 
public realm spaces, where all are equal, to facilitate interactions, participation, 
relationships, and ultimately, social integration.
So, while social integration is the end to which planning aspires to reduce inequalities, 
prejudice, and divisions and promote quality interaction and a sense of belonging in diverse 
environments, social mixing policies have been considered the means. They aspire to create 
a healthy mix of backgrounds and to generate a symbiotic relationship between residents. 
For the migrants, ethnically diverse, economically challenged residents, it is meant to 
improve their opportunities and blur the lines of race and class. For the economically better 
off residents or the traditional majority group, it will do just the same while also creating 
warmer feelings towards other social, ethnic, and economic classes. 
1 . 1 . 4  E x p e c t e d  s o c i e t a l  b e n e f i t s  o f  s o c i a l 
i n t e g r a t i o n  
Improved social integration produces a myriad of positive benefits: “helping to
reduce mental-health issues; preventing violent extremism; stopping vulnerable people
from becoming isolated; and increasing social mobility (Design Council, 2020). While social 
mixing does not always provide such, the evidence shows us that positive interactions with 
someone from different ethnicity, social background, or age group make people more likely 
not just to view that particular group positively, but to have more confidence in people as a 
whole (Design Council, 2020).
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1 . 2  P R O B L E M  S T A T E M E N T
 
 
1 . 2 . 1  W h y  M e a s u r e  S o c i a l  I n t e g r a t i o n ? 
 
Research in the past 40 years on social integration has solely focused on the experience 
of migrants and their children in integrating into a new society. The city of Amsterdam is 
often considered a city where the majority of its population embraces diversity. It retains 
the image of a socially mixed city and “remains a place of considerably greater equity; 
its culture continues to be defined in terms of tolerance; and it offers substantial public 
amenities, excellent cheap transit, and extensive social services” (Fainstein, 2010). However, 
while social-mix policies in The Netherlands are focused on increasing the interactions of 
people from different social background and ethnic groups (Blokland and van Eijk, 2010; 
Van Eijk, 2010), it is not clear to what level such mixing will take place—. Measuring social 
integration, then, has the purpose of assessing the quality of connections between residents 
and gauging their sense of belonging. These feelings are expected to exist both in people’s 
relationships and the space itself.
For example, how do one design for the grandfather and his young grandchild still learning 
Dutch? Where will they go for leisure or snacks? Can they meet their neighbor and have a 
chat on the sidewalk? Are they able to share the park they frequent with teenagers so that 
everyone comes to use the space, in different ways, at overlapping times? Measuring social 
integration provides a window into what kinds of spaces allow these relationships to thrive 
— like family, friends, or strangers -- and then guide future design and programming (Design 
Council, 2020).
1 . 2 . 2  B r o a d e n i n g  t h e  s c o p e  o f  s o c i a l  i n t e g r a t i o n 
As globalization and migration continue to transform the composition of cities across the 
globe, there is a necessity to understand both the experience of the migrant (or minority 
group) and the resident (majority group). Cases like that of Amsterdam and Rotterdam, 
whereby the previous majority (Dutch descent) no longer constitutes a majority, are even 
riper for study and have been overlooked in social integration research over the past 40 
years. However, the integration process in any setting should be considered a two-way 
process. The migrant must integrate into society, and the current or previous majority 
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must also integrate into an environment now more diverse than it was previously. The 
shifting population dynamics visible in these two cities will likely become more and more 
commonplace as cities continue to diversify due to migration. Researchers have warned of 
dissatisfaction with the increase in diversity, as Dutch politics highlight. The Netherlands 
is experiencing an increase in people of Dutch descent retreating to ‘white enclaves. All the 
while, people of Dutch descent from the group with the least social contact with people from 
outside their ethnic group (Crul et al. 2012) . 
1 . 1 . 4  T h e  c a s e  f o r  s t u d y i n g  i n  A m s t e r d a m 
From a survey on super-diverse neighborhoods in Amsterdam in 2008, we see that 55% of 
residents of Dutch descent aged 18-35 responded that they have no friends from a different 
ethnic background, whereby residents of Turkish or Moroccan descent responded just 18% 
and 16% respectively. While over half of the residents of Dutch descent have no friends from 
different ethnic backgrounds, less than one in five second-generation Turkish and Moroccan 
residents have none. 10% of the residents of Dutch descent surveyed from ages 18-35 also 
viewed living with diversity as threatening or quite threatening, while 25% claimed that 
it makes no difference. Though the remaining 65% of residents surveyed view living with 
diversity as enriching or quite enriching, the results clarify that a significant issue exists.
p o p u l at i o n g ro u p d u t c h m o r o c c a n t u r k i s h s u r i n a m e s e a n t i l l e a n o t h e r n o n -e u r o p e a n
e u r o p e a n 
a n d u s
All residents 49% 9% 5% 8% 2% 11% 16%
Under the age of 15 37% 17% 8% 10% 2% 15% 11% 
Figure 1.  E t h n i c  b a c kg r o u n d o f  t h e p o p u l at i o n o f  A m s t e r d a m
Source: TIES Survey Netherlands 2008
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E t h n i c  bac kg ro u n d T h r e at e n i n g Q u i t e T h r e at e n i n g
M a k e s n o 
D i f f e r e n c e
q u i t e 
e n r i c h i n g e n r i c h i n g
People of Dutch descent 4% 6% 25% 33% 32%
E t h n i c  bac kg ro u n d n o n e f e w s o m e m a n y t h e m o s t
People of Dutch descent 55% 21% 16% 5% 4%
Turkish 2nd generation 18% 26% 32% 19% 6%
Moroccan 2nd generation 16% 25% 39% 16% 5%
# o f  i n t e r e t h n i c 
f r i e n d s h i p s
T h r e at e n i n g o r q u i t e 
T h r e at e n i n g
M a k e s n o
d i f f e r e n c e
E n r i c h i n g o r q u i t e 
e n r i c h i n g
Many or the majority 1% 17% 5%
Some 1% 4% 9%
No or few 9% 3% 51%
D o yo u e x p e r i e n c e l i v in g w i t h p e o p l e f r o m d if f e r e n t c u lt u r e s  as  t h r e at e n i n g o r 
e n r i c h i n g ? [ a m s t e r da m r es i d e n t s 18-3 5 y e a r s]
D o yo u h av e F r ie nd s f r o m a d if f e r e n t e t h ni c  b a c kg r o u n d ? [ a m s t e r da m r es i d e n t s 18-3 5 
y e a r s]
D o yo u v i e w in t e r e t hni c  f r ie nd s hip s  as  t h r e at e n i n g o r e n r i c h i n g ? [ a m s t e r da m r es i d e n t s 
o f  d u t c h d es c e n t 18-3 5 y e a r s]
Source: TIES Survey Netherlands 2008
Source: TIES Survey Netherlands 2008
Source: TIES Survey Netherlands 2008
Figure 2.  T I ES  S u rv e y o n d i v e r s i t y q u es t i o n
Figure 3.  T I ES  S u rv e y o n d i v e r s i t y q u es t i o n
Figure 4.  T I ES  S u rv e y o n d i v e r s i t y q u es t i o n
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1 . 3  R E S E A R C H  A I M S  A N D  Q U E S T I O N S
 
 
1 . 3 . 1  R e s e a r c h  A i m s 
 
This research aims to study how public realm strategies can foster socially integrated cities. 
The research focuses on IJburg District in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, as a unique urban 
expansion project designed for a social mix from its inception. The research begins as a 
diagnosis of the current state of the public realm. However, it then transitions into a series 
of recommendations to create spaces that allow for shared experiences. The ultimate goal is 
that the residents of IJburg come together and build relationships despite their differences. 
This project is meant to measure the quality of connections between residents and gauge 
their sense of belonging. These feelings are expected to exist both in the relationships that 
people have with others in the space and in the relationships to the space itself and the 
activities happening within. 
The ultimate goal of this research is to assess the existing impacts of public realm design on 
social integration and make recommendations that facilitate social integration in socially 
mixed neighborhoods and cities. The research methods used for this report have been 
adopted and adapted from methods shared in Gehl Institute’s Public Realm Toolkit. 
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1 . 3 . 2  R e s e a r c h  Q u e s t i o n s
The following set of questions guide the research process. 
S U B - Q U E S T I O N  # 1
M A I N  Q U E S T I O N
S U B - Q U E S T I O N  # 3
P R E S C R I P T I V E  Q U E S T I O N
S U B - Q U E S T I O N  # 2
Relationships: Do people from different socioeconomic groups spend time in the public realm? Are 
they interacting? What is the nature of their interaction? (from passive to casual to a familiar stranger) 
What prompted their interaction?
Are the existing spatial conditions in IJburg’s public realm supporting interactions, participation, and 
equality between residents from different social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds
Participation: What types of design and programming allow for equal participation among 
socioeconomically different people? Does the public realm ‘fit’ everyone?
Equality: Is the public realm in IJburg being used by various individuals (gender, age ethnicity)? Is 
anyone underrepresented in the public realm? When? 
How can one design for all difference, ensuring the breadth of their individual identities is embraced 
throughout the process?
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1 . 4  R E S E A R C H  M E T H O D S
 
 
1 . 4 . 1  R e s e a r c h  F r a m e w o r k 
 
The outcome of this research will be two-fold. The first of which is a master’s professional 
report completed for graduation requirements at the University of Texas at Austin that 
examines the state of social integration in the district of IJburg, Amsterdam. The second 
of which is a stand-alone Social Integration in the Public Realm Toolkit meant to be used 
by urban practitioners in cities across the globe to study their public realms. The results 
of this professional report are meant to provide a snapshot of existing conditions for an 
accompanying public realm toolkit for the district of IJburg. Inspiration for the toolkit comes 
from the work of the Gehl Institute, and the methods have been adopted mainly from their 
work. 
However, this work differs in that it is meant to answer questions specifically regarding 
social integration. The research methods have been adapted to specifically focus on social 
integration in a diverse city and neighborhood. It uses previously collected data dating back 
to the inception of IJburg to paint a picture of the evolution of social, ethnic, and economic 
diversity within the district. The Public Realm Toolkit can be found in the appendix of this 
report. 
1 . 4 . 2  R e s e a r c h  D e s i g n 
The research takes place across three separate sites, each of which has unique public realm 
characteristics. Many research methods are used (as seen below) to answer the research 
sub-questions, with each sub-question calling for a different combination of methods. Each 
of the sub-questions is then explored for the three separate sites. The methods include 
observational analysis, data analysis, mapping, and survey. Publicly available data was used 
to identify the level of social, ethnic, and economic diversity. Observational analysis was 
used to summarize built environment features that could encourage people to use a space 
in a certain way. Each site’s adjacent amenities and facilities were analyzed to gauge the 
quality of space and statistically analyzed to measure the volume and behaviors of users 
moving through and within the space. Additionally, the diversity of commercial offerings 
that would invite and keep residents from various social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds 
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in a space (price variety, diversity of offerings) were mapped. Finally, interviews and survey 
methods were used to gauge levels of integration, perception of space and program, 
and learn about the impacts of other features that are attracting residents from various 
backgrounds. 
The empirical assessment of the research was done in six steps:
1  Initial visit to the site (individual tour by bicycle)
2  Data collection, interviews, and news articles gathered about the location,         
 residents, and general state of affairs in the IJburg District
3  Selection of three public spaces for in-depth examination
4  Observational analysis of public realm metrics in the district
5  Individual survey conducted at three predetermined locations
6  Synthesis and interpretation of the findings of the research.
The collection of primary data was carried out on the streets of Ijburg. An initial visit to the 
site helped develop an understanding of the public realm, its use, and potential areas for 
study. Over the following month, local news sources, including parool.nl, NUL20, at5, were 
analyzed for relevant stories, opinions, and happenings. Interviews were conducted with 
various professionals and academics who have thoroughly engaged in designing the public 
realm and, in some cases, studied the public realm, social mixing, and integration in Ijburg. 
Simultaneous demographic and spatial research was conducted to define the research 
scope further and select appropriate sites for further study. Data was collected from April to 
June 2021, weekdays (Wednesdays & Fridays) and weekends (Saturdays). The observations 
were carried out by walking or cycling from 9:00 to 17:00 hours. Additional visits were made 
r es e a rc h m e t h o d s o b s e r vat i o n s u r v e y i n t e r v i e w p r o g r a m a n a ly s i s
f u r n i s h i n g 
a n a ly s i s
fa c a d e 
a n a ly s i s
q u a l i t y 
a n a ly s i s
p r i c e 





Figure 5.  s t u dy m e t h o d s u s e d t o a n s w e r e a c h q u es t i o n
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in the later parts of the evening to understand the nightlife and amenities better. The survey 
was conducted by a group of surveyors on Friday, March 28 day from 9:00 to 17:00. 
The author would like to note that analysis was carried out during a period of ‘intelligent 
lockdown,’ which controlled the usage of cafes, restaurants, sports and sex clubs, shopping, 
outdoor and indoor gatherings, and educational facilities. Coronavirus measures could 
impact the timing and levels of the activity.
1 . 5  O R G A N I Z A T I O N  O F  T H E  R E P O R T
The report is divided into five parts: 1. the Definition of the Problem, Aims, and 
Methodology, followed by 2. Concept and Context. 3. Justifying the Case for Study, 4. Study 
Area Snapshots, and 5. The Future for IJburg. Part 2. Concept and Context provides an 
introduction to the key topics of focus for the report, Social Mixing and Social Integration. 
Part3. Justifying the Case for Study gives a historical and contemporary look at Dutch 
planning policy and how it led to the development of IJburg. The ambitions for this urban 
design experiment are included in this section. Part IV. Study Area Snapshots is the empirical 
section of the report. It includes the findings from months of study on the area and revisits 
the “sub questions” described earlier. Part V. Conclusion is a reflection or response to the 
research and analysis. It is guided by the “prescriptive question” and it lays out key findings, 
recommendations, and implementation strategies for the future.   
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P A R T  I I .  C O N C E P T  A N D 
C O N T E X T 
 
 
2  S O C I A L  M I X I N G  P O L I C I E S
 
2 . 1  O U T C O M E S  O F  S O C I A L  M I X I N G  P O L I C I E S 
Throughout the last 20-30 years, researchers in urban housing and governance have 
questioned the success of social-mixing policies, specifically focusing on the visible benefits 
of residential mixing at the neighborhood level (Lawton 2013). When residents from very 
different social, economic, and cultural backgrounds live near one another and have 
frequent interactions, positive interaction cannot always be guaranteed. A study by Stokoe 
(2006) on public closeness in relationships amongst neighbors found that tensions between 
neighbors often occur due to a visual and audio nuisance that are inescapable by the 
affected residents, exemplifying the difference in lifestyles and the negative impacts thereof. 
Furthermore, it has been seen that living among residents with diverse socioeconomic 
backgrounds, interests, and needs can lead to situations where neighbors live parallel 
lives with little to no interaction (Atkinson and Kintrea 2000, Chaskin and Joseph 2012). 
Interactions (negative or non-existent) like these can reinforce existing negative stereotypes 
between different social, ethnic, and economic groups.
2 . 1 . 1  S o c i a l  M i x i n g  i n  P r i v a t e  &  S e m i - P r i v a t e 
S p a c e s 
Much of the literature regarding the outcomes of social-mix has studied interaction and 
perceived closeness in private and semi-public spaces nearby mixed-tenure housing 
developments. The studies report diverging outcomes, whereby residents from different 
social, economic, and ethnic backgrounds live together without consistent, regular, or 
positive interaction (Tersteeg & Pinkster, 2016). For instance, a recent case study of social 
cohesion among residents of new mixed-income development in Milan found that residents 
feel more socially close when they live among residents with similar tenures (private for rent, 
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private owner, social for rent, social owner) and lifestyles (Mugnano and Palvarini, 2013). 
Additionally, many have questioned the degree to which policies focused on mixing achieve 
their aim of promoting the integration of minority groups in society (Musterd, 2003). This is 
explored further by Van Kempen and Bolt (2009). They perceived social mix as being more 
about promoting housing opportunities for middle-income families rather than the desire 
for cohesion. Similarly, social-mix policies have been perceived as being more about the 
manageability of urban neighborhoods instead of improving prospects for disadvantaged 
and minority groups (Uitermark 2003). Results like these challenge the notion that social 
mixing is a strategy that fosters interaction, closeness, and cohesion between residents from 
various backgrounds.
 
2 . 1 . 2  S o c i a l  M i x i n g  i n  P u b l i c  S p a c e s 
Under the right conditions, convenient experiences of social closeness can occur. By 
examining fields outside urban planning and housing for indicators, studies have suggested 
that exposure to people who are different in race, sexual preference, or religion can increase 
tolerance and empathy towards one another (Savelkoul, Scheepers, Novotny, J., 2011, 
Herek, G.M., 1996, Gehl 2016). This reinforces the idea that creating equal environments 
for participation, as highlighted as a critical pillar in the London Plan for Social Integration, 
can lead to positive outcomes. Moreover, there is a positive relationship between 
socioeconomically integrated neighborhoods and positive social outcomes, including “less 
residential segregation, less income inequality, better primary schools, greater social capital, 
and greater family stability (Chetty, R., 2014, 2015). 
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As soon a person leaves their residence, they enter the public realm. In the public realm, residents 
experience and interact with others from very different social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds, 
especially in “super-diverse cities” like Amsterdam. As Jan Gehl articulates, “the public ream one 
of our great civic equalizers” (Gehl Institute & Knight Foundation, 2016). The design of public space 
and programming has the power to bridge the divides that fracture our cities. The time spent in 
a park, on the street, standing in line at the market, or watching activity is considered time in the 
public realm. Positive experiences in these spaces with residents from different backgrounds are 
necessary for creating a more tolerant and inclusive society with better opportunities for all.
+  D E F I N I N G  T H E
  P U B L I C  R E A L M
2 . 1 . 3  A c h i e v i n g  S o c i a l  I n t e g r a t i o n
Social integration in public spaces requires three factors to be present. Space must first be 
accessible to all, minimizing barriers and inequalities that would inhibit use and integration. 
Next, the space must provide opportunities for residents to participate and take part in 
using the space. Finally, the opportunities and activities must be attracting residents from 
all walks of life so that experience between diverse residents can be shared. With all these 
factors present, there then exists the opportunity to foster positive relationships that reduce 
bias and discrimination, help grow meaningful relationships, and improve involvement. 
Ultimately leading to residents relating to each other as equals (Gehl Institute & Knight 
Foundation, 2016). 
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A small body of existing literature has examined how the public realm impacts neighborhood 
interactions, closeness, and cohesion. The concept of “familiar strangers,” made popular by 
Sociologist Mark Granovetter, is meant to describe the weak ties fostered through casual, 
spontaneous interaction between people in public spaces. Granovetter found that there are 
direct economic benefits, including both the “high-status” and the “low-status” residents, when 
weak ties (non-frequent and transitory social relations) exist within a neighborhood (Granovetter, 
M.,1973). Research regarding the relationship between social mixing and participation is minimal. 
It focuses on civic engagement and collective action only, showing that creating strong ties within 
communities leads to greater participation (Gehl Institute & Knight Foundation, 2016). 
+  F A M I L I A R  S T R A N G E R
  C O N C E P T
2 . 1 . 4  S h i f t s  i n  s o c i a l  m i x i n g  s t r a t e g i e s 4
This review of social-mixing outcomes highlights the care that urban policymakers, planners, 
and designers must act with utmost caution when mixing socioeconomic groups not to 
disrupt family or social ties or exacerbate existing barriers. The recent uptick in urban 
expansion throughout the world has shifted the focus of social-mixing research from purely 
accessing urban renewal outcomes to considering the possibility of building a social mix 
from the outset. Ijburg is a new city district, meaning it does not have the typical markings of 
urban renewal, where settlers and outsiders can be easily identified (Elias, 1965). 
The field has thoroughly studied the effects of social mixing policies on various resident 
groups, typically along tenure lines (W.P.C. van Gent et al.). In the case of Ijburg, all residents’ 
tenure is less than 20 years, and the majority moved in around the same time. As such, the 
‘established’ and ‘outsider’ figures must be identified through other means. The mixed-
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block and mixed-building nature of Ijburg make that even more difficult because the 
spatial barriers are as narrow as possible, given residents of all incomes (social rent and 
owner-occupied) have been housed under the same roof. Communal spaces (semi-private 
courtyards, streets, parks), then, ought to be the focus of our study if we wish to better 
understand how different groups’ customs and behaviors are perceived and projected, and 
in turn, how residents with varying backgrounds decide to interact with each other.
3  S O C I A L  I N T E G R A T I O N  I N  T H E  P U B L I C 
R E A L M 
 
3 . 1  F R A M E W O R K  F O R  I M P R O V E D  S O C I A L 
I N T E G R A T I O N 
As mentioned previously, understanding the larger strategy is critical for addressing the 
inequalities and barriers that stand to hinder these goals. In addition to achieving an 
optimal mix of backgrounds within a given neighborhood through policy and housing mix, 
streets and public spaces also act as integral pieces of the equation. Designing inclusive and 
accessible public spaces is meant to give equal recognition to the needs and aspirations 
of diverse groups. It allows for participation in decision-making on critical issues that 
affect their lives. Altogether, they have the power to bring people together, to create 
chance encounters and shared services, and to foster just and desirable outcomes. This 
section seeks to define a framework for social integration to inform decisions in the built 
environment throughout the remainder of this report. 
3 . 1 . 1  S o c i a l  i n t e g r a t i o n  t r i a n g l e
The framework takes inspiration from the City of London Design Council’s Plan for Improving 
Social Integration Outcomes in London. London is one of the most diverse cities globally, 
with more than 300 languages spoken and all of the world’s significant religions practiced. 
Its growth has necessitated a proactive approach to fostering social integration, and as such, 
the following framework was developed and will inform this work (Design Council, 2020). 
The framework takes a three-part approach to define and ultimately improve social 
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integration. It includes relationships, participation, and equality. The rationale is as follows: 
Relationships facilitate access to participation opportunities while participation creates 
opportunities to build meaningful relationships. Tackling inequalities and barriers should 
enable more residents to participate in the decision-making, increasing participation, 
meaning a more substantial number of people are involved in making decisions that 
create a more just, fair, and equal city. Finally, creating an equal city means residents can 
relate as equals, fostering relationships and social contact to reduce unconscious bias and 
discrimination (Design Council, 2020). 
These three parts are foundational to the structure of this report, and the three anchors will 
re-emerge in the diagnostic sub-questions for the empirical section of the report. They, too, 
guide the ideation process for future strategies and recommendations to achieve a more 
socially integrated city. 
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+  S O C I A L  I N T E G R A T I O N
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and barriers can enable 
more residents to partic-
ipate.
Increased participation
means more people are
involved in decision making 
for a more equal city.
Source: Mayor of London, SOCIAL INTEGRATION DESIGN LAB, 2019 Programme Report
Figure 6.  s o c i a l  i n t eg r at i o n t r i a n g l e
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3 . 2  M E A S U R I N G  S O C I A L  I N T E G R A T I O N 
3 . 2 . 1  W h y  e x a m i n e  t h e  p u b l i c  r e a l m ? 
Social integration is crucial to public life, though a challenge to study with existing resources 
and tools. Without feeling equal, involved, appreciated, and welcomed, residents, will 
quickly become disconnected from their environment, the community, and the city. 
Cities struggle to reunite the social, ethnic, and environmental fractures that divide them. 
Measuring social integration in the urban design highlights the relationship between built 
form and inequality in our cities. The purpose, then, is to measure the extent to which social 
integration and public spaces are related.
In measuring social integration in the public realm, we expose how a robust public life and a 
high-quality public realm contribute to mixing between people of different socioeconomic 
backgrounds. Much of the existing literature focuses purely on the inputs (social mixing) 
instead of the outcomes (integration, cohesion, positive interactions). There is a variety 
of conditions beyond simply residential diversity and social mix that are necessary for 
facilitating social integration in public spaces, many of which are hard to measure and 
difficult to quantify given existing tools and resources. The most straightforward path 
to understanding how well a society, community, or neighborhood is connected, and 
therefore, building relations, is to measure the types of interactions the residents are having 
with others. 
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The types of interactions between people by which we measure social integration in public spaces 
occur on a spectrum, varying from no contact to close friendships. By adopting tools developed 
through 50 years of Jan Gehl’s research on public reams, this research will gather empirical data 
through a mixed-method approach that gathers qualitative and quantitative data on people 
moving and staying in a space, their age, their genders, their connections to the space, their degree 
of familiarity with those around them, and their perception of how the environment shapes their 
interactions. The purpose of this research is to examine and identify the conditions at play in a 
given environment that are generating interactions and then to measure the extent to which each 
facilitates no contact, passive contact, chance contact, contact between familiar strangers, or 
friendly contact (Gehl Institute & Knight Foundation, 2016).
1. No contact: total aloneness for one individual (typically not 
possible in public spaces)
2. Passive contact: whenever one individual is in the presence of 
another (waiting in line at the same time, walking past one another)
+  S P E C T R U M  O F 
  I N T E R A C T I O N
Figure 7.  g e h l i n s t i t u t e ‘ s  s o c i a l  m i x i n g  s p ec t r u m
Source: Gehl Institute
3. Chance contact: whenever one individual interacts with another 
for no reason besides chance (assisting one another, petting one’s 
dog, randomly complimenting an article of clothing)
4. Familiar stranger: whenever one individual recognizes another, 
but not by name (frequenting the same place (bus stop, coffee 
shop)). These can be completely individuals in different ages groups, 
income brackets, political affiliations, but they are connected by 
being in the same place.
5. Friends: when one individual has a previously established 
relationship regardless of place 
3 . 2 . 2  W h a t  i s  b e i n g  m e a s u r e d ?
For example, there are implications regarding the design and programming of space. 
This study examines three types of public spaces, a park, a shopping plaza, and a semi-
public ‘living deck.’ This research then examines which of the elements in space and 
life are essential for facilitating social interactions. The implications are integral first off 
for thinking about how to facilitate the ideals of social mix policies and the design and 
management of public spaces. Second, they are crucial for determining exactly how and 
who uses public space. While the design and layout of a socially mixed development may 
attempt to promote interaction between different groups by leaving courtyards or other 
smaller spaces openly accessible, there is a danger that they may become demarcated and 
privatized by specific user groups. Measurement of the public realm helps cities test ideas 
about diversity and social mixing in public space and how catalyzing these things through 
design and programming might be possible. The empirical data is helpful for high-level 
strategic planning, providing urban planners, policymakers, and designers within IJburg, 
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, and the rest of the world to craft more informed solutions to 
improve public life, especially in the context of urban expansion projects. 
C O N T . . .
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Richard Sennet, in “The Spaces of Democracy” claimed that there exists an inseparable relationships 
between public spaces and democracy in the city. If public space begins to shrink through 
privatization of activities, so too, does democracy of the space. He alludes back to historical public 
spaces where people came together to discuss matters that were concerning them at the time. 
Moreover, the spaces provided place for cultural arts, like philosophy and theatre to develop, and as 
such, will provide grounds for currently unpredictable developments.
When considering the types of activities that could take place in a public space versus a shopping 
mall, it is clear that anyone, regardless of social, ethnic, or economic background, could give a 
speech or musical performance. In a shopping mall, security systems in place make that impossible. 
In allowing the public realm to shrink, cities are, essentially, taking away places for the development 
of new ideas, organization activities, and places for residents from diverse backgrounds to interact 
+  D E M O C R A T I Z I N G  T H E  C I T Y
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PART III  
PART III38
P A R T  I I I  -  J U S T I F Y I N G  T H E 
C A S E  F O R  S T U D Y
 
4  D U T C H  P L A N N I N G 
 
4 . 1  U R B A N  P O L I C Y  A N D  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S  I N 
T H E  N E T H E R L A N D S
 
4 . 1 . 1  E v o l u t i o n  o f  S o c i a l  M i x  a n d  I n t e g r a t i o n 
P o l i c y  i n  t h e  N e t h e r l a n d s
In recent decades, much of the Dutch urban policy debate has been focused on social 
mixing (Uitermark 2003; Kleinhans 2004; Bolt, van Kempen, and van Ham, 2008; Van Kempen 
and Bolt, 2009). Since post-World War II, social housing has been a critical element of 
Dutch welfare state efforts (Aalbers, 2011). Social housing was primarily provided through 
private means, though they were still directly connected to public activities (Lawton, 
2013). However, increasing pressure from the impacts of neoliberalism has constrained the 
welfare state. As such, social-mix policies in the Netherlands have been directly linked to the 
liberalization of the housing market since the beginning of the 1980s. 
4 . 1 . 2  P l a n n i n g  a n d  p o l i c y  M i s t a k e s  f r o m  t h e  p a s t
1960s and 70s Dutch urban policy was concentrated upon making qualitative improvements 
to neighborhoods, with much less attention to attracting new residents (Smets and 
den Uyl, 2008). Mirroring urban blight in urban areas throughout the rest of the world, 
though not to the extent of that as experienced in cities like London and New York, many 
neighborhoods throughout the country were considered to have high concentrations of 
urban poverty and the problems the accompany it (Aalbers, 2011). A comprehensive policy 
effort to liberalize the housing market and provide more homeownership opportunities for 
varying socioeconomic groups, especially migrants, led to an unintentional concentration 
of perceived social problems in particular areas. Efforts to provide homeownership 
opportunities to ethnic minorities and low-income residents conversely led to more intense 
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isolation of urban deprivations, including high unemployment, crime rates, and perceived 
danger (Priemus, Boelhouwer, and Kruythoff 1997).
4 . 1 . 3  I n t r o d u c t i o n  o f  t h e  s o c i a l  m i x i n g  p o l i c y
Though not a new concept, social-mixing policies, as part of the broader „Big-Cities Policy I“ 
in the second half of the 1990s (Van Kempen and Bolt, 2009), were prioritized in Dutch urban 
policy tackle the isolation of particular social groups. These strategies have continuously 
adapted, often in response to the unintended consequences of the most recent policy.  
 
19 5 0 19 6 0 1970 19 9 0 2 0 0 0 2 010 2 0 2 0
1 9 9 5
Big-ci t ies  p ol ic ies
r ec o n s t ru c t i o n a n d 
u r ba n r eg e n e r at i o n
U R BA N,  C i t y,  &   s o c i a l 
r e n e wa l




a g e n d a s ta d
2 0 0 3 2 0 0 5 2 0 0 7 2 0 11 2 0 1 5 2 0 1 7
Figure 8.  t i m e l i n e  o f  u r b a n p o l i c i es  i n  t h e N e t h e r l a n d s s i n c e 19 5 0
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4 . 1 . 4  D u t c h  B i g  C i t i e s  P o l i c y
 
The Big Cities Policy began focusing on attracting high-income residents to penetrate 
homogeneously poor, segregated neighborhoods (1994-98), then shifted to create 
opportunities that prevent forcing residents out of their established neighborhoods (1998-
2004). In 2004, a third iteration of the Big Cities Policy again addressed the concentration 
of similar residents, but this time, along ethnic lines, by implementing social mix and 
neighborhood restructuring measures (2004-2009). Finally, in 2007, the Big Cities Policy + 
began implementing ethnic and social integration to improve social justice, prevent parallel 
societies, and integrate neighborhoods. Through the past 20 years, efforts have typically 
been oriented toward penetrating isolated groupings of disadvantaged ethnic minority‘s 
and low-income populations and implementing measures that would lead to social 
cohesion among residents and balanced communities within them (Priemus, Boelhouwer, 
and Kruythoff 1997; Musterd, Ostendorf, and De Vos 2008; Van Kempen and Bolt 2009). 
Policymakers have emphasized that middle-class residents would serve as role models, 
take on leadership roles, and provide opportunities and social resources to lower-income 
residents (W.P.C. van Gent et al.).  
 
In this period, the consequences of urban restructuring were felt in immigrant 
n a m e o f  p o l i cy p e r i o d d e f i n i t i o n  o f  s o c i a l  i s s u e s t y p i c a l p o l i c y a c t i o n s
Reconstruction and urban regeneration to 1970s None (stronger urban economy) Demolition of old quarters
Urban, City, and Social renewal 1970-1994
Bad housing,  Unemployment, 
Lack of cohesion
New housing for neighbourhood residents, Improve-
ment of economic climate, & Moderate social policies, 
stimulating participation




Big Cities Policy II
1998-2004
Housing tenure within 
neighborhood
Creating opportunities in the neighbourhood
Big Cities Policy III 2004-2009 Ethnic concentrations/integration Neighbourhood restructuring, social mix
Big Cities Policy III+ from 2007 Ethnic and social integration
Neighbourhood restructuring, social mix, housing 
association involvement
Figure 9.  d e ta i l s  o f  u r b a n p o l i c i es  i n  t h e N e t h e r l a n d s s i n c e 19 5 0
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neighborhoods. Restructuring the housing market to overcome the concentration of low-
income groups created intense pressure for change in central neighborhoods, including 
many immigrant neighborhoods, specifically in the major cities, such as Amsterdam, Den 
Haag, and Rotterdam (Uitermark and Bosker, 2015). These trends have visibly changed the 
composition of the central city population while increasingly moving immigrant groups into 
the outskirt (Ostendorf and Musterd, 2011). 
 
4 . 1 . 4  D u t c h  a g e n d a  s t a d
 
In 2015, the Dutch national government developed the Dutch Urban Agenda (Agenda Stad), 
inspired by the U.N. New Urban Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals (S.D.G.s). Its 
central focus is to promote the position of the Dutch cities as international centers for urban 
growth, innovation, and livability. In contrast to previous policy, there has been no emphasis 
on urban renewal, which has been replaced by concepts such as smart cities, circular cities, 
urban food production, and inner-city development and transformation. 
4 . 2  U R B A N  P O L I C Y  A N D  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S  I N 
T H E  C I T Y  O F  A M S T E R D A M
 
4 . 2 . 1  P o l i t i c a l  a n d  E c o n o m i c  C o n t e x t  i n 
a m s t e r d a m
While much of this research will focus on the design and distribution of a single district in the 
city of Amsterdam, attention too ought to be given to the political and economic significance 
of the city of Amsterdam, namely, the urban diversity and migration challenges that have 
and will continue to shape development in the city. Over half (51.66%) of Amsterdam’s 
total population of 834,713 people have a migration background, meaning they are 
either migrants themselves or native-born with at least one migrant parent (OECD, 2018). 
Amsterdam is well known for the cultural and ethnic diversity, and the local government 
pursues policies that attract migrant laborers and students. Municipal opinion polls 
from 2015 show that residents generally have a positive attitude towards welcoming and 
integrating newcomers to the city..  
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4 . 2 . 2  S h i f t i n g  d e m o g r a p h i c  t r e n d s  i n  t h e  c i t y
The population is set to increase by 23% to over one million residents by 2040, due in 
significant part to internal and international migration. The city of Amsterdam is well known 
for its quality of life, reinforced by 90% of the population responding positively to a survey 
on satisfaction with the city as a whole. However, delays and discrimination still plague 
some migrants, challenging the extent to which residents, even those who have been here 
their whole lives, are integrating socially. Significant gaps in unemployment and over-
qualification exist between “non-western migrants” (persons originating from a country in 
Africa, South America, Asia, or Turkey) and their native-born and “western” counterparts. 
The unemployment rate for the non-western migrant population (10.2%) is more than twice 
as high as that of the native-born population (4.7%). In terms of educational attainment, in 
2016, 50% of native-born and western migrants were highly educated. Only 26% of first-
generation non-western migrants and only 29% of the native-born with at least one migrant 
parent reached higher education. In addition, only about half of the population (49%) agrees 
that foreigners who live in their city are well integrated (OECD, 2018).
4 . 2 . 3  R e s p o n s e s  f r o m  t h e  c i t y  o f  A m s t e r d a m
Structurally, The city of Amsterdam has historically been a city of immigration and plays a 
proactive role in migrant integration (housing access, spatial clustering, education, etc.). In 
the last five years, the city has experimented with creating universal measures that focus 
on problems that individuals face rather than on their country of origin. As a result of this 
holistic approach, Amsterdam can provide a global example of a local authority adapting 
and learning from the past 40 years of experience in integrating migrants.
4 . 2 . 4  A m s t e r d a m  T h e  U n d i v i d e d  C i t y “
The Municipality of Amsterdam’s most recent vision on housing has established efforts 
to create the “undivided city,” one where ‘all population groups must be able to access 
all neighborhoods. Young and old, poor, and enter is not exclusive to the wealthy, and the 
periphery must offer financially less well-off people (Uitermark and Bosker, 2015).
The language of the policy has not been written explicitly to target ethnic minority groups. 
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4 . 3  U R B A N  E X P A N S I O N  &  S O C I A L  M I X I N G 
P O L I C Y  I N  T H E  N E T H E R L A N D S 
 
4 . 3 . 1  O r i g i n s  o f  u r b a n  e x p a n s i o n
(Reijndorp, 2007) has described a “new town” as the relocation of housing for overpopulated 
cities built from a blueprint plan on mostly undeveloped pieces of land. Urban expansion 
projects have taken on many names throughout the world (new towns, eco-cities, satellite 
cities, growth centers, etc.), and such have often led to misunderstandings. To clarify, an 
urban expansion project ought not to be mistaken for urban sprawl. They differ in nature 
in that an urban expansion project involves the planned expansion of a city or town with 
confined, sustainable development patterns, including density, facilities, access, and 
utilities. On the other hand, urban sprawl refers to the expansion of loosely planned, low-
density, typically auto-dependent residential development. It spills into the suburbs and 
puts pressure on rural lands and utility providers.  
 
However, the policy claims that “... a reduction in socioeconomic segregation is expected 
to lead automatically to a reduction in ethnic segregation” (Bolt, van Kempen, and van 
Ham, 2008). The social mixing efforts that have guided urban renewal throughout the city 
have been applied to the case of Ijburg, the city’s flagship urban expansion project. Here, 
meticulous and comprehensive urban design has planned the optimal social mix for a 
newly-built island development on the city’s edge. 
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4 . 3 . 2  E a r l y  u r b a n  e x p a n s i o n  e f f o r t s
Dutch post-war planning policy began testing urban expansions in response to urbanization. 
Urban expansions are extensions of overpopulated, overcrowded cities with little room 
for growth. They were popularized by Ebenezer Howard’s Social City concept, which was 
meant to serve as a new concept for a living - in a green and healthy environment - and 
offered to house the growing populations after many of the existing cities were destroyed 
during World War II. For many reasons, the growth centers (both in the Netherlands and 
throughout Europe and North America) did not achieve what they would set out to for social 
and economic reasons. The lack of economic activity and employment within the districts 
resulted in people commuting to the city, creating “sleepy” that was empty during the day 
and provided a sleeping area during the night.
It is paramount that the reader understands what this term means and why it is essential, as the 
style of development makes the case of Ijburg so interesting for study. In Dutch planning, “growth 
centers” have been a common term for describing the new town or urban expansion development 
(Nozeman, 1990). The Ijburg district can be considered a “growth center,” though it still lies within 
the municipality of Amsterdam. For clarity, the term “urban expansion” will describe the Ijburg 
development project, given that it is still located within the bounds of the city. 
+  D E F I N I N G  U R B A N
  E X P A N S I O N
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4 . 3 . 3  C h a l l e n g e s  f o r  c o n t e m p o r a r y  u r b a n 
e x p a n s i o n s
Socially, the inorganic way an urban expansion project grows and develops distinguishes it 
from traditional urban growth. Instead of steady, incremental development of its culture and 
character, the district begins devoid of the life, expression, and vibrancy that define a typical 
city. Recent critics have highlighted how these new urban development trajectories are often 
predicated on rigid urban models (Bunnell, 2015, Robinson, 2013). In the most basic sense, 
they exist as a collection of empty buildings meticulously planned and often leave little room 
for customization. As such, Dutch urban expansions have emphasized the design phase on 
social and economic ideals and the spatial, which is meant to build holistic, diverse, well 
connected, and prospering communities.
4 . 3 . 4  A p p l y i n g  u r b a n  r e n e w a l  P r i n c i p l e s  t o  u r b a n 
e x p a n s i o n
Throughout the past 20 years, Dutch urban policy has prioritized urban renewal as means to 
solve the social and economic issues in their cities. Urban renewal works off existing social, 
ethnic, and economic networks that build the city fabric. It seeks to alter the current state by 
injecting new residents, housing, and economic activities, whereas urban expansion projects 
generate all of the elements. Whereas urban renewal in the Netherlands is meant to alter 
the social mix of an existing neighborhood, urban expansion efforts must set and define a 
social mix and put measures in place to see it through. However, a district like IJburg, though 
planned for social mix, does not serve as an integration framework. The mix of housing alone 
does not indicate a socially mixed, socially integrated, nor “successful city district” (Pepijn 
Hofstede, 2015). The foresight required to artificially build a socially integrated, economically 
prosperous, and spatially sound city is a worthy topic for study. This research will aim to 
provide a deeper understanding of the development of social networks in urban expansion 
projects. 
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5  C A S E  S T U D Y  -  I J B U R G  D I S T R I C T , 
A M S T E R D A M ,  T H E  N E T H E R L A N D S 
 
5 . 1  I N T R O D U C T I O N
 
Ijburg, located in lake IJmeer in the easternmost part of the Amsterdam Municipality, was 
built as part of a unique urban planning experiment that consisted of seven artificially 
constructed islands. It was an “urban expansion project” planned to accommodate 
increasing growth and a housing shortage in the Dutch capital of Amsterdam, a city with 
Figure 10.  i J b u r g ,  a m s t e r d a m ,  t h e n e t h e r l a n d s g eo g r a p h i c  c o n t e x t
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5 . 2  I J B U R G  D I S T R I C T  B A C K G R O U N D  A N D 
C O N T E X T
 
 
5 . 2 . 1  D i s t r i c t  l e v e l  u r b a n  d e s i g n
The district structure was planned to involve a mix of densities and characters, and such 
was achieved throughout the first part of development. However, as time went on, blocks 
became more simplified, and use became less varied. In areas of later construction, there is 
a high concentration of monofunctional uses, which impacts user perception. Such relaxed 
efforts at creating a mixed-use environment have been attributed to financial constraints 
(the 2008 Financial Crisis) and project timelines. All that being said, the construction of 
the islands was managed by the municipality, but the land was all purchased by private 
developers to ensure consistent development. 
scarce developable land. It is a manifestation of the Dutch tradition of living with and on the 
water. However, this style was non-traditional. It was constructed by layering sand on the 
seabed until an island formed. It is one of the last places in Amsterdam or the Netherlands 
that was planned with the tradition of using master plans. This is due in part to the lack 
of residential customization that master planning allows. scarce developable land. It is a 
manifestation of the Dutch tradition of living with and on the water, though non-traditional, 
in that it was constructed by layering sand on the seabed until an island formed. It is one of 
the last places in Amsterdam or the Netherlands that was planned with the tradition of using 
master plans. This is due in part to the lack of customization that master planning allows.  
 
Development on IJburg is still underway. Land for IJburg II is being constructed on the IJ 
and the island itself is still actively seeing resdiential development and infill. As such, this 
case study must be considered a “state of the community” rather than a final critique of the 
place. The results from this research can and should inform future development on IJburg.  
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Figure 11.  d i a g r a m s h o w i n g g r i d d e d a n d va ry i n g b l o c k s t r u c t u r e
Source: Slash Projects
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5 . 2 . 2  N e i g h b o r h o o d  &  R e s i d e n t i a l  C h a r a c t e r
 
It is broken into seven neighborhoods. Haveneiland, in the heart of IJburg, has an urban 
density with an average of 70 units/hectare. It has the highest proportion of multi-story 
buildings. The Rieteilanded, suburban in nature, have detached housing though still has 
an urban-style gridded layout. Steigereiland, on the west edge, focuses on living on and 
around the water and features a unique amphibious architectural design. Its floating houses 
constitute the first large-scale waterbuurt in the Netherlands. While centrally planned, 
IJburg was not solely developed by large private developers. Two islands (list them) were 
lifted and platted for plot-based (single-family) housing to be purchased by individual 
developers and built with the architectural style of their choice. 
Figure 12.  i J b u r g d i s t r i c t  m a p
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5 . 2 . 3  B l o c k - L e v e l  u r b a n  D e s i g n
IJburg’s gridded design has a binding effect on each block, creating an intimate experience 
that aims to leave room for various semi-public common spaces and playgrounds. Two-
thirds of residents believe these courtyards should be only accessible to residents. All 
blocks within the grid have relatively equal placements. The overall urban design scheme 
was designed to spread the program evenly throughout the grid, creating equal density, 
accessibility, and amenity. The blocks were independently designed by individual architects, 
meant to ensure variety often lacking in urban expansion projects. Public spaces, market 
squares, and parks have been planned at regular intervals throughout the district and are 
accessed via the east-west corridors. However, common sentiment amongst critics is that 
the public realm was ignored when the financial crisis hit, and it has continued to be an 
afterthought. Several waterways run through the island, allowing water to be experienced 
nearly anywhere on the island.
Figure 13.  h av e n e i l a n d a r c h i t ec t u r a l b l o c k s t r u c t u r e
Source: KCAP
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5 . 2 . 4  T h e  I J b u r g  c o m m u n i t y
A mix of social, private, and rental housing units was planned at 30%, 30%, and 40% 
shares, respectively. This ratio applies to the entire island and the block level, mixing 
homeowners, social, and market-rate renters under the same roof in some cases and 
or in the same block in other cases. This design, as mentioned earlier, is meant to foster 
interactions between residents from varying social, economic, and ethnic backgrounds. 
Throughout the Netherlands and the entire world, tensions exist along social, economic, 
ethnic, and tenure faultlines. Joint efforts on the island were made to bridge those divides 
through participation in resident-planned events. A community association IJburgDroomt 
- IJburgDoet (IJburg dreams - IJburg does), was founded to guide the development of the 
vision for the district. Hallo IJburg is a community platform that plans events and activities 
for adults and children. The FlexBieb, a local library founded by local volunteer residents, 
attracts children and a local children’s soccer team.
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I Jburg dre ams -  I Jburg does
A community association IjburgDroomt 
- IjburgDoet (Ijburg dreams - Ijburg does) 
was founded to guide the development 
of the vision for the district.
I J B U R G D R O O M T  - 
I J B U R G D O E T
H A L L O  I J B U R G
T H E  F L E X B I E B
Communi t y Pl at form
Hallo Ijburg is a crowd-sourced, community 
platform that plans events and activities 
for adults and children. It also hosts 
information about developements on IJburg 
and is also a platform for discussion.
LOCAL L IBR ARY
The FlexBieb, a local library founded by 
local volunteer residents, attracts children 
as well as a local children’s soccer team.





5 . 2 . 5  I s s u e s  i n  I J b u r g
However, Ijburg has had its share of issues in the past twenty years. As a neighborhood 
that was planned without dividing lines, the ‘urban problems’ have changed. In the 
pioneering phase, the most commonly cited problems were the minimum supply of shops, 
the blowing sand and the wind, and the spiders. Now IJburgers are concerned about social 
problems such as safety, youth nuisance, overcrowded school buildings, and the limited 
availability of leisure facilities. Primary sources, such as articles, interviews, and opinion 
pieces, were analyzed to identify the most commonly cited complaints: 
Ijburg is okay, but still very empty.”
I thought it was closer” 
There are still few nice shops, it would be 
nice if it became a bit more urban,”
I miss a library and a swimming pool, but 
also playgrounds with a sandpit and a 
swing.”
[we would] like to see more playgrounds, 
not to mention sports and cultural 
facilities.”
[few] spaces for leisure given the dense 
design.”
”I  THOUGHT IT WAS 
CLOSER“
”[FEW] SPACES FOR 
LEISURE GIVEN THE 
DENSE DESIGN.”
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5 . 2 . 6  O n g o i n g  i m p r o v e m e n t s
The sizeable share of social rent houses has attracted immigrant families and older 
children to the neighborhood. This is said to have been the beginning of an increase in 
nuisance complaints, though it is still widely believed that the root cause is a lack of 
activities for area youth. In an active effort, community organizations have attempted 
to accommodate the youngsters by creating a music production house for youngsters 
to mix their music. At the same time, residents and planners in the district spent several 
Too bare and too little green”
The supermarkets in IJburg are very 
expensiv. I still go to my trusted old store, 
which is a lot cheaper.“
[It is] a very family-oriented place but 
not that many resources for children and 
families.”
[the public spaces] all accommodate 
families with children. Where are others 
supposed to hang out?”
Ijburg is the end of the road. There’s 
no reason, besides the beach, for 
Amsterdammers to visit.”
”[THE PUBLIC SPACES] 
ALL ACCOMMODATE 
FAMILIES WITH 
CHILDREN. WHERE ARE 
OTHERS SUPPOSED TO 
HANG OUT?”
Source: (Zonneveld, J., & Lupi, T. 2009).
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years fixated on intentionally redesigning the 
Joris Ivensplein plaza, currently used for Saturday 
markets, fairs, music, and a public park, to detract 
older youth from “loitering” and engaging in other 
illegal activities. These varied responses illustrate 
that there is no one common consensus that 
IJburg, though socially mixed and perhaps even a 
direct result of the social mix, is not spared from 




Figure 15.  i J b u r g n e i g h b o r h o o d i s s u es
Figure 16.  j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  p r o p o s e d r e d es i g n
5 . 2 . 7  R e i n f o r c i n g  t h e  c a s e  f o r  s t u d y
As anticipated after the literature review, living together amongst residents with vastly 
different lifestyles can lead to tensions when the correct environment is not produced 
to smooth over the social, ethnic, economic cracks. The nature of its very recent and 
“from-scratch” construction, which negates tenure faultlines, in addition to the rigid, yet 
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5 . 3  I J B U R G  D E M O G R A P H I C S
 
5 . 3 . 1  H o u s i n g
Data from Statistics Netherlands (CBS) shows that the 
population of Ijburg West District was 15,730 in 2020. It has 
grown steadily by an average of 12% since 2013. As of 2020, there were 5,975 homes, 
49% of which were privately-owned, while 34% were social-rented, and the remaining 
17% were privately-rented. The 34% share of socially-rented homes is lower than the city 
average, which is 41%. 71% of the homes are multifamily in Ijburg, whereas 88% of all 
+12% 
A V E R A G E  G R O W T H 
R A T E  S I N C E  2 0 1 3
Source: Gemeente Amsterdam
Source: Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
Source: Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
Figure 15.  i J b u r g n e i g h b o r h o o d i s s u es
Figure 17.  i J b u r g a n d a m s t e r d a m h o u s i n g t e n u r e c o m pa r i s o n
Figure 18.  i J b u r g a n d a m s t e r d a m h o m e t y p e c o m pa r i s o n
ambitious urban design scheme, and finally, active participation from residents in quality 
of life discussions (both positive and negative) make it a worthy case to study for the 
effectiveness and outcomes of such broad efforts at social mixing. This research will serve as 
a measure of effectiveness while also exposing both points of conflict and connection.
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housing stock in Amsterdam is multifamily. With a higher number of single family homes, 
there is also a higher proportion of youth in the area. 15% of the Ijburg West District is 0-15 
years old and the district has an elder population that is proportionally half that of the 
rest of the city. This reflects the common consensus that IJburg is a district for families. 
5 . 3 . 2  P o p u l a t i o n
The migrant population (53%) in Ijburg is slightly smaller than that of the municipality 
(56%), yet still highly diverse. In that vein, 9% of the entire population is of Moroccan 
origin, and another 9% is of Surinamese descent, exceeding the municipality average. 3% 
of the population is of Turkish descent, while 16% is of western origin. Amsterdam’s new 
reality has become a majority-minority city - where all ethnic populations, including the 
Dutch, form a numerical minority (Crul and Lelie, 2018) - has wholly transformed ethnic 
relations in the city. It has led to integration issues for both sides, for the migrants and the 
Dutch. There are significant differences in how people of Dutch descent decide to embrace 
or reject increasing diversity in life and in the workplace (Crul and Lelie, 2018). 
Source: Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
Figure 19.  i J b u r g a n d a m s t e r d a m p o p u l at i o n a g e c o m pa r i s o n
Dutch citizen with a migration background‘ is the term that has been used for the word ‚immigrant‘ 
since the end of 2016. In Greek, immigrant stands for a person who comes from another area on 
the earth. A native person is someone from the same area. The pie chart shows the data for Dutch 
people who were themselves born abroad with at least one parent born abroad (“first generation 
immigrant”) and for people who were themselves born in the Netherlands and at least one born 
abroad being older (“second generation immigrants”).
+  D E F I N I N G  M I G R A T I O N 
  B A C K G R O U N D
Source: Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
Source: Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
Figure 20.  i J b u r g a n d a m s t e r d a m m i g r at i o n b a c kg r o u n d c o m pa r i s o n
Figure 21.  i J b u r g a n d a m s t e r d a m b a c kg r o u n d o f  m i g r a n t s c o m pa r i s o n
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5 . 3 . 3  I n c o m e  a n d  E d u c a t i o n
The average income per inhabitant in IJburg 
exceeds the municipality average by €2,200 per 
year, which exceeds the city averages. The level 
of education of the residents on the island also 
exceeds the city-wide average. The share of 
residents who have received a university-level 
education is 53% in IJburg and 48% in Amsterdam. 
5 . 4  U N P A C K I N G  T H E  
I J B U R G  2 0 2 1  A N N U A L  R E P O R T 
 
 
5 . 4 . 1  P l a n n i n g  p o l i c i e s  a n d  o n g o i n g  e f f o r t s
IJburg is continuously growing and changing with new developments, renewal, and 
increased resident populations. To understand the types of efforts in place in the 
district and how it relates to the purpose of this research, the            IJburg and Zeeburg 
Annual Report (Gemeente Amsterdam Oost, 2021). has been analyzed for issues 
identified, priorities defined, and goals and activities elaborated. The report provides 
01
Source: Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
Source: Statistics Netherlands (CBS)




and Zeeburg, a neighboring island. The relevant content his been filtered out and relayed in 
this section of the report.
5 . 4 . 2  E s t a b l i s h e d  P r i o r i t i e s
The following priorities          have been identified by residents and city staff and will be 
considered in the recommendations portion of this report. Most important, the third 
priority listed below aligns directly with the purpose of this ressearch and will be further 
explored  in this section: 
1  Ensure good accessibility
2  Introduce a wider range of art, culture, sports and social facilities in the     
 neighborhood
3  Create safe and pleasant coexistence in a new mixed neighorhood 
4  Observational analysis of public realm metrics in the district
5  Provide more opportunities for the many children and youth in the area
6  Strengthen the local economy.
02
03
Source: Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
Source: Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
Source: Gemeente Amsterdam
Figure 23.  I J b u r g a n d z e e b u r g a r e a p l a n 2 0 21
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5 . 4 . 3  P r i o R I T Y  # 3  I N  F O C U S
Aligning directly with the topic of this report, priority number three, “Create safe and 
pleasant coexistence in a new mixed neighorhood”,          focusing on integrating the mixed 
neighborhood, has been necessitated by the following issues: “In a new urban area, 
solidarity between local residents is not self-evident. Thirteen percent of IJburgers aged 19 
or older indicate that they feel seriously lonely. Characteristic for this neighborhood is that 
there are many people with different lifestyles living together and that the number young 
people is increasing. Although the area is becoming safer according to objective figures, 
many people remain unsafe to feel. All this requires efforts from all partners in the area to 
dissolve the social structures building and improving the quality of life.” (Area Plan 2021 
Ijburg + Zeeburg)
03
5 . 4 . 4  a s s i g n m e n t
The assignment          is to: “...boost and strengthen neighborhood networks and the feeling 
of living in a pleasant neighborhood promote. We want to ensure that new residents quickly 





Figure 24.  I J b u r g a n d z e e b u r g a r e a p l a n 2 0 21
Source: Gemeente Amsterdam
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5 . 4 . 5  G o a l s
A set of goals for this priority have been created to accomplish the assignment. While not all 
goals are relevant IJburg the goals            that are relevant have been defined as: 
1  Stronger solidarity between neighbors, also between residents of new and existing  
 neighborhoods such as Programming Joris Ivensplein, Wereldhuiskamer SET   
 IJburg 
2  All groups are visible in the neighborhood and can be themselves, especially LGBTI+
3  Temporary initiatives on building land. This benefits residents of existing and new  
 ones give way and make a positive contribution to ‘putting the area on the map’. 
4  The Pampuslaan is developing into an easily accessible, clean, safe and attractive  
 shopping area residential area. 
5-7 [not-relevant to IJburg]
8  More art in public space.
 
 
5 . 4 . 6  p l a n  o f  a c t i o n
Finally, a plan of action            has been charted to ensure successful implementation of the 
goals. The plan is translated below: 
“The emphasis is on stimulating social connections. We do this through a warm welcome, 
among other things of residents in the newly built neighborhoods and connecting 
residents of newly built and existing neighborhoods. We facilitate neighborhood-oriented 
residents’ initiatives, including initiatives on a temporary basis on available building lots. 
Close cooperation with the project teams of the new areas is therefore in crucial. Wereld 
Huiskamer SET is the starting block for status holders and young people in IJburg, and 
acts as an active neighborhood community and informal support system for vulnerable 
residents in and around the block. We are investigating within the community what the 
possibilities are for further development in the neighborhood.
We will continue to build up the IJburg Fund, which aims at regular events at IJburg, 
providing financial stability by tapping into local financial support. A number of steps 




corporations, we work on quality of life in the neighborhoods and, where necessary, 
specifically around a number of blocks. On Steigereiland Noord, residents have recently 
taken the initiative to improve the view of the neighborhood in terms of cleanliness and 
greenery and work on better neighborhood connections thing between residents of rental 
and owner-occupied homes. The city district and residents have taken the lead here together 
for this year. The Pampuslaan is increasingly becoming an area full of activities: shops, 
construction activities for IJburg 2nd phase (bridges, roads, land and buildings), a through 
route to the beach, the IJburg College that manifests itself in the neighborhood, the arrival 
of Factor IJ (the former ge CBK) and a gathering place for young people from the area. We 
want to work with residents and businesses here realizing a lively and livable ‘sub-center’ 
of IJburg. To this end, we want to work with all those involved, residents, entrepreneurs, 
professionals, form a network and maintain it, so that cooperation on important themes, 
bottlenecks or opportunities can arise. We address concrete areas for improvement. 
The realization of a work of art in the Steigerpark is the final part of a process that started 
in 2018. In 2019 and 2020, work was done on formulating the preconditions for the work 
of art ‘to be’, om then via a longlist of artists and a shortlist to arrive at 2 artists who 
are commissioned for a sketch model. They were chosen by a local IJburgse who was 
established for this purpose ‘art committee’, consisting of about 12 residents, the area real 
estate agent and the designer of the park, in which the culture broker and members of the 
city curatorium were also involved. After a digital vote, the chosen work of art will be realized 
in the Steigerpark in 2021.”
5 . 5  c o n c l u s i o n
It is made clear within this document that the community wishes to create deeper 
connections, to smooth tensions, and to provide opportunities for participating, feeling 
equal, and building relationships. The remainder of this report will gauge whether the efforts 
are well-targeted to the residents’ wishes and what more could be done to ensure that social 
mix leads to integration and cohesion amongst residents.
PART IV  
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P A R T  I V  -  C A S E  S T U D Y  O F  










The purpose of this part (Part II) of the report is to provide a case study of the state of social 
integration in the public realm on IJburg by answering the question above. As mentioned 
earlier in the report, three unique public spaces have been chosen for study. The case 
studies begin with site context and introduction, a refresher on the questions being 
answered, the research findings, followed by key findings and challenges, and a narrative 
summary. 
 
Three diagnostic questions have been examined using a carefully chosen selection 
of research methods within each public space. The aims of the diagnostic questions 
- Relationships, Participation, and Equality - are based upon the social integration 
framework discussed in section 3.1. The structure mentioned above has then been applied 
to each site. In Part III, the reader can find a comprehensive review of all findings to 
understand better how the public realm in IJburg is/is not encouraging social integration 
between residents from different social, ethnic, or economic backgrounds. The key findings 
in Part II precede proposed recommendations and implementation strategies for the future.  
 
Before presenting the snapshots, this report provides a detailed introduction to each of the 
research methods and the environmental and programmatic conditions at the time of data 
collection. The purpose is to communicate how and why each method was chosen and how 
they apply to the diagnostic questions.  
A R E  T H E  E X I S T I N G  S P A T I A L  C O N D I T I O N S  I N  I J B U R G ’ S  P U B L I C 
R E A L M  S U P P O R T I N G  I N T E R A C T I O N S ,  P A R T I C I P A T I O N ,  A N D  E Q U A L I T Y 
F O R  R E S I D E N T S  F R O M  D I F F E R E N T  S O C I A L ,  E T H N I C ,  A N D  E C O N O M I C 
B A C K G R O U N D S ? 
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The author owes a great of this report’s success to 
the innovative work of the Gehl Institute for Public 
Spaces for providing inspiration and methods for 
conducting the empirical study.
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6  M E T H O D S 
 
6 . 1  S U R V E Y
 
The surveyor approaches visitors at random, approximately every third person, and 
asks them to take a short paper survey. The surveyor tracks who decline the survey to 
understand the bias of the data. The survey asks questions about demographics, how 
visitors use the public space if they talked to a new person if that person is perceived to 
be “different” from them, in addition to their ideal setting for a chance encounter with 
someone new. In capturing demographics, the survey also provides data on who may be 
over/underrepresented in the public realm.  
 
The survey was distributed in English and Dutch on May 27, 2021, from 8:00 to 17:00. The 
weather conditions were mostly sunny, with light winds and temperatures between 49 and 
63 degrees Fahrenheit. Below is a picture showing the survey, but the entire document can 
be viewed in full inside Appendix #1. All the research methods used for this project have 
been compiled into a “Social Integration in the Public Realm Toolkit.” 
Figure 25.   p u b l i c  r e a l m s u rv e y
N O T E
See Appendix I for
full sized research 
materials
Note: view in full in Appendix I 
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6 . 1 . 2  p a r t i c i p a n t  o b s e r v a t i o n
Several different forms of observation were used to paint a holistic view of the state of social 
integration in IJburg. The methods were used to observe the behaviors of people spending 
time in the test sites. Additionally, the flow of users, both on foot and on a bike, and the 
number of people who had interactions with someone they did not arrive at the site with, 
was tracked.
In the field, volunteers observe people going about their daily routines, count people, 
and note the nature of their use of the space. Counts were made on both a weekend and 
a weekday, for 9 hours on April 24 and May 28 from 9:00 to 18:00. The weather conditions 
we mostly cloudy with moderate winds, and the temperatures ranged between 48 and 55 
and 49 and 63, respectively. Below is a picture showing some of the materials used, but 
the entirety of the observational analysis documents can be viewed in full inside Appendix 
#1, where all the research methods used for this project have been compiled into a “Social 
Integration in the Public Realm Toolkit.”
These methods capture age, stationary activities, and mode-split between pedestrians and 
cyclists. These observations provide baseline data for comparison with survey feedback 
and macro-scale 
demographic data. 
The toolkit also 
includes methods 
to capture groups 
of people engaging 
in observable social 
activity and duration 
of stay, allowing 
researchers to 
estimate how much 
staying power space 
has by measuring how 
much time people 
spend in a space.
Figure 26.   s tat i o n a ry a c t i v i t y m a p p i n g
Note: view in full in Appendix I 
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6 . 1 . 3  p l a c e  q u a l i t y  a n a l y s i s
An inviting place that encourages public life has 
elements of protection, comfort, and enjoyment. These 
categories are further detailed into 12 Quality Criteria in 
3 subcategories (Protection, Invitation, Delight). While 
each category does not have to be perfect for a place to be 
inviting, ranking sites by these categories can help identify 
why some work so well and why others need attention 
(Gehl Institute, 2016). An inviting space would encourage 
more people to visit, to stay longer, and in turn, it would 
generate more chances for meeting diverse others.
Each site was analyzed on foot for the 12 criteria and given 
a general ranking. The image to the left shows the ranking 
materials used. It can be viewed in full inside Appendix #1, where all the research 
methods used for this project have been compiled into a “Social Integration in the Public 
Realm Toolkit.”
6 . 1 . 4  p r o g r a m  &  A m e n i t y  a n a l y s i s
Studying the volume and variety of programming within a site and the amenities 
surrounding the site can help predict areas that have staying power. Areas with staying 
power can sustain activity long enough for residents to meet someone whom with they 
may not have arrived. The greater the diversity, the greater the chain of activities that are 
possible around a public space. Moreover, a high volume of low-mid-priced commercial 
options (coffee, book store, ice cream, flowers, supermarket) often allows even those with 
lower spending ability to participate in commercial activity. They will be more likely to 
spend time in and around the place than if the site’s adjacent shops were purely luxury 
shopping. 
 
The analysis was conducted on Google Earth and cross-checked on foot for accuracy. It 
grouped amenities and programs into five separate categories and mapped unique uses on 
or around the site. More information about this method can be found inside Appendix #1. All 
the research methods used for this project have been compiled into a “Social Integration in 
the Public Realm Toolkit.”
Figure 27.   p l a c e q ua l i t y c r i t e r i a
Note: view in full in Appendix I 
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6 . 1 . 5  F a c a d e  a n a l y s i s
 
An active facade, or a series of them, is often an excellent way to predict when a user of the 
space may slow down and engage with the physical space around them. Attractive facades 
in building interiors create opportunities for people to stop, look, walk-in, or perhaps 
strike up a conversation with another patron or shopkeeper. In addition to activation, 
diversity of facades also creates unique character, visual appeal, and in ethnically diverse 
neighborhoods, can display local character, directly impacting perceptions. 
The analysis was done by an individual surveyor who walked along the street and ranked 
facades on a scale of vibrant, active, dull, or inactive. The judgment was based upon the 
overall visual interest, in addition to transparency of windows and doors, unit width, 
number of entries, articulation of the facade, and inviting ‘spillover’ into the sidewalk in the 
form of signage, seating, and other exterior furnishings.
Below is a picture showing some of the materials used, but the entirety of the observational 
analysis documents can be viewed in full inside Appendix #1, where all the research 
methods used for this project have been compiled into a “Social Integration in the Public 
Realm Toolkit.”
Figure 27.   p l a c e q ua l i t y c r i t e r i a
Figure 28.   fa c a d e a n a lys i s
Note: view in full in Appendix I 
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6 . 1 . 6  f u r n i s h i n g  a n a l y s i s
 
By studying how furnishings invite people to participate in public life, we reveal the 
connections between facilities and the likelihood of usage. Simply, if there is nowhere 
provided to sit in a public space, people will not stand. If a space lacks tree cover or canopy 
to protect its users from the elements, uses will likely be transitory, and people will likely 
pass through without being encouraged to stop and stay in the space. A furnishing analysis 
provides a quick look at how the built environment can help foster increased activity levels 
and, in turn, social integration. 
The analysis here measured public seating as an indicator of invitation. The researcher 
walked along a street and plotted seating counts on a map of the site. This data can be 
connected to other observational analyses to understand how social mixing/integration 
is related to public amenities. More information about this method can be found inside 
Appendix #1. All the research methods used for this project have been compiled into a 
“Social Integration in the Public Realm Toolkit.” 
6 . 1 . 7  i n t e r v i e w
 
Interviews, as do the surveys, seek to 
ask questions about demographics, how 
visitors use the public space if they talked 
to a new person if that person is perceived 
to be “different” from them, in addition to 
their ideal setting for a chance encounter 
with someone new. The interview, however, 
provides an opportunity for greater detail 
and a more nuanced take on the attitudes 
and perspectives of the public on the state of 
social integration. 
A picture showing the reviewer guide is on the 
right, but the entire document can be viewed 
in full inside Appendix #1. All the research 
Figure 29.   i n t e rv i e w
Note: view in full in Appendix I 
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methods used for this project have been compiled into a “Social Integration in the Public 
Realm Toolkit.” 
6 . 1 . 8  C a s e  S t u d y
 
In this report, case studies highlight specific activities within the study area that contribute 
to creating a public realm that fosters social integration. Local destinations, displays of 
neighborhood character, and increased activity chains, as demonstrated in the case studies, 
demonstrate and exemplify what it takes to create a vibrant public realm with opportunities 
for relationship building and participation in an equal environment. Each case study 
highlights the concept of the case and, most importantly, the benefits to the public realm. 
The case studies have been placed within the public space snapshot that each is located.






7  C A S E  S T U D I E S
 
 
7 . 1  R E S E A R C H  Q U E S T I O N S
R E L A T I O N S H I P S
E Q U A L I T Y
P A R T I C I P A T I O N
R E
L A
T I O N S H I P S
E Q
U A I L T Y
P A
R T
I C I P A T I O N
Do people from different socioeconomic groups spend time in the public 
realm? Are they interacting? What is the nature of their interaction? (from 
passive to casual to a familiar stranger) What prompted their interaction?
What types of design and programming allows for equal participation among 
people who are socio-economically different? Does the public realm ‘fit’ 
everyone?“
Is the public realm in Ijburg being used by various individuals (gender, age 
ethnicity)? Is anyone underrepresented in the public realm? When? 
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Figure 30.   d i s t r i c t  m a p w i t h s n a p s h o t s t u dy a r e a l o c at i o n s
J O R I S  I V E N S P L E I N
I J B U R G  H A R B O R
T H E O  V A N  G O G H  P A R K
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7 . 2  S N A P S H O T :  J O R I S  I V E N S P L E I N
  
 
7 . 2 . 1  C o n t e x t
Joris Ivensplein is a public square located directly behind the main shopping center on 
IJburg, at the westernmost edge of Haven Island, the largest in the IJburg district. It is 
half a block due north of the tram stop that brings residents to and from the city center 
and, as such, attracts residents from all over the district. It serves as the host location for 
IJburgs weekly market, the REURING Markt, held every Saturday. Its direct proximity to 
the shopping center makes it an obvious place for visitors to the shopping center to meet, 
relax, and perhaps enjoy the contents of their shopping trip. Moreover, the diversity of 
commercial offerings in the area are unmatched in the rest of the district. It has been a 
heavy point of contention for residents and underwent a redesign in the last few years 
in efforts to detract youth from “loitering” and “causing disturbances.” Moreover, it has 
been criticized for wind tunnel issues given its design and also provides little amenity or 
programming for users to enjoy. 
Figure 31.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  p u b l i c  r e a l m d i a g r a m
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The plaza’s perimeter is lined to the south by shops, restaurants, and a fitness center. At the 
same time, the north, east, and west are primarily residential, in addition to an elementary 
school/daycare facility. In addition to the occasional filling of the play area with students 
at the school, children often play unaccompanied while their parents shop. At any point in 
time, one can expect to see parents accompanying their children to the small park on the 
plaza’s west side. Additionally, there are always several residents enjoying a picnic, a book, 
or a chat, as well as a steady flow of walkers and bikers passing through to visit the shopping 
center. Much of the Eastern portion remains unprogrammed, with just a few scattered 
benches, and the area is by far the busiest during the Saturday REURING Markt.
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Source: Google Earth
Figure 32.   j o r i s  i v e n -
s p l e i n  a e r i a l  v i e w ( F R O M 
s o u t h E a s t )
Figure 33.   j o r i s  i v e n -
s p l e i n  a e r i a l  v i e w ( F R O M 




7 . 2 . 2  R e l a t i o n s h i p s  i n  t h e 
p u b l i c  r e a l m
 
Residents experience and interact with others 
from very different social, ethnic, and economic 
backgrounds in the public realm. It is “one of our 
great civic equalizers,” It is where our interactions 
become relationships. The time spent in a park, 
on the street, standing in line at the market, 
or watching an activity are all opportunities to 
encounter we would not interact with otherwise. 
After a time, these chance encounters, if positive, 
begin to transform into deeper levels of friendship. By designing and programming public 
spaces to foster positive experiences in these spaces, we begin creating a more tolerant 
and inclusive society with better opportunities for all. The survey responses below begin to 
examine first how well the public realm is aiding or succeeding in fostering interactions. This 
section is based solely on the survey conducted in the study area. In contrast, the following 
sections will use a range of research methods to paint a better picture of how the design of 
the public realm might be contributing to or hindering social integration on IJburg. 
 
7 . 2 . 2 . 2  i n t e r a c t i o n 
 
While just a small piece of the overall snapshot, this section serves as a significant 
indicator of the state of integration and interaction throughout the district. A population 
that is well acquainted with visitors from different backgrounds would logically be well 
integrated. As seen in the results below, 67% of the residents reported recognizing 
someone within the space they were familiar with, though had not intended to meet. Of 
those who did recognize someone they had not arrived with, 92% could identify perceived 
difference(s) between themselves and the other person, leading one to believe that 
interactions are frequently occurring between residents from various social, ethnic, and 
economic backgrounds.  
What types of design and 
programming allows for equal 
participation among people 
who are socio-economically 
different? Does the public realm 
‘fit’ everyone?“




7 . 2 . 2 . 3  t a k e a w a y
 
Responses for the survey will appear in the two following sections where relevant; 
however, from the initial findings, the research shows that interactions occur at reasonably 
high rates. Other research methods throughout the remainder of the snapshot will seek to 
paint a clearer picture around why interactions between some groups are happening while 
others are not and what could perhaps be done to improve the conditions or emulate built 
environment features from other areas in the district.  
 
7 . 2 . 3  P a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  t h e  p u b l i c 
r e a l m
 
 
Participation in the public realm is centered around the 
extent to which community residents are playing active 
roles in their community. Being an “active citizen” and 
participating in society includes various activities, including 
volunteering, voting, or contributing to community 
organizations and associations. Cities around the globe 
aim to create environments where all residents feel 
valued, heard, and considered. There is a range of spatial 
and design features in the public realm that contribute to 
What types of design and 
programming allows for 
equal participation among 
people who are socio-
economically different? 
Does the public realm ‘fit’ 
everyone?“
Figure 34.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  p u b l i c  i n t e r a c t i o n s u rv e y -  fa m i l a r s t r a n g e r q u es t i o n
PART IV81
making a place feel accessible to all. It requires that all citizens, regardless of their social, 
ethnic, or economic backgrounds, participate in community activities, access opportunities, 
and contribute to shaping and building the neighborhoods in which they live. This section 
prioritizes spatial observation and analysis, coupled with a survey to nail down how the 
existing public realm creates a place for participation and how it could be improved. 
 
7 . 2 . 2 . 1  P r o g r a m  &  A m e n i t y  A n a l y s i s 
As seen in the map and graph below, this area  
has a balanced and robust mix of 
offerings. The public realm is adjacent 
to many shops, food and beverage, 
two supermarkets, gyms, and transit. 
Relative to the rest of the district, 
this neighborhood is best situated 
to have a thriving public realm, 
and it can be considered 
successful in that sense.  
 
Figure 35.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  p ro g r a m & a m e n i t y a n a lys i s
Figure 36.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  p r o g r a m & a m e n i t y s h a r e
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7 . 2 . 2 . 2  P r i c e  v a r i e t y  a n a l y s i s 
This area succeeds in creating an environment where five to ten Euros can carry a family 
quite far, whether for a picnic, ice cream, coffee, some flowers, pickled herring, or a 
chocolate bar. Options like this contribute directly to users’ ability to stay in the place. 
The longer one spends in an area, the greater the likelihood that they will encounter other 
residents, some of whom will come from different backgrounds.  
7 . 2 . 2 . 3  Q u a l i t y  C r i t e r i a 
Joris Ivensplein benefits heavily from its car-free design, making it an entirely pedestrian, 
human-scaled, inviting place for visitors. There is a good number of options for seating and 
play. Where it lacks is its canopy and protection from the elements, both wind, and rain. It 
has also struggled with handling local, small-scale crimes and nuisance.  
 
 
The “Power of Ten” is the idea that places thrive when users have a range of reasons (10+) to be 
there. These might include a place to sit, playgrounds to enjoy, art to touch, music to hear, food to 
eat, history to experience, and people to meet. Ideally, some of these activities will be unique to 
that particular place, reflecting the culture and history of the surrounding community. This concept 
is also applied to larger scales, calling for at least 10 “major destinations” within a city, and at 
least 10 “places” within each destination. It is a tangible framework that encourages residents and 
stakeholders to revitalize urban life, and it shows big things can be accomplished by starting at the 
smallest scale. (Project for Public Spaces)
+  P O W E R  O F  T E N
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Figure 37.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  q ua l i t y c r i t e r i a
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PLAZA AREA LARGELY
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7 . 2 . 2 . 4  f a c a d e  a n a l y s i s 
The map below show’s the interest and activation of facades adjacent to the plaza. Clearly, 
the buildings to the south show high levels of activity. This is expected given the nature 
of a shopping center. Still, aside from the influence of the shopping center, much of the 
perimeter remains inactive, with long stretches underutilized, overly uniform, and blank 
or bare walls. Still, residential facades to the north provide some visual interest, with 
vegetation and plants spilling out, giving each unique character. Overall, the neighborhood 
facades could be summarized as active, with equal stretches of both vibrancy and 
inactivity.  
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Figure 40.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  fa c a d e a n a lys i s
dul l
ac t i v e
v ibr a n t
in ac t i v e
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7 . 2 . 2 . 5  F u r n i s h i n g  a n a l y s i s 
Used as a measure of invitation offered by a space, the map below shows that public 
seating is concentrated throughout the area. As can be seen, both public and cafe seating 
options are well distributed throughout the site. The plaza area provides a fair amount of 
seating, like the shopping center and the street-facing stretches. Given the number of food 
and beverage options available, there also exists a large amount of private cafe seating. 
Though not open to the public, it provides vibrancy for the area and contributes to the life-







Figure 41.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  f u r n i s h i n g a n a lys i s  [S E AT I N G c o u n t s]
PUBLIC CAFE
SE AT ING C OuN T S
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7 . 2 . 2 . 6  s u r v e y  r e s p o n s e s 
In addition to measuring the extent to which social mixing occurs, the survey also asked 
several pointed questions to uncover how it could occur. It aimed to gauge residents’ 
perception of the most suitable locations, facilities, or activities present for meeting 
residents with backgrounds differing from their own. As seen below, residents cited 
waiting in line as the most common reason to have met someone in the space. This could 
be explained by the prominence of the Saturday market and the sorts of interactions that it 
facilitate. Additionally, residents frequently cited both shopping and playing with children 
as common catalysts for interacting with someone with whom they did not arrive.  
Figure 42.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  i n t e r a c t i o n s u rv e y -  p e r c e i v e d d i f f e r e n c es b e t w e e n fa m i l i a r s t r a n g e r s
Figure 43.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  i n t e r a c t i o n s u rv e y -  t o p c i t e d 
a c t i v i t y l e a d i n g t o  c h a n c e e n c o u n t e r s
2. BUYING SOMETHING / 
SHOPPING
3. BUYING SOMETHING / 
SHOPPING
1. MADE CONVERSATION IN 
LINE / QUEUE




7 . 2 . 2 . 3  i n s i g h t s
 
It became clear that when the public realm is activated (primarily on Saturdays), Joris 
Ivensplein was succeeding in providing a place for visitors to interact with familiar 
and unfamiliar faces. The nature of most people’s interactions was anchored to the 
regularity of the REURING Markt, illustrating how beneficial consistent programming is for 
reinforcing and creating relationships between familiar strangers. 
 
7 . 2 . 4  e q u a l i t y  i n  t h e  p u b l i c  r e a l m
 
As we move to the final corner of the social integration triangle, it 
becomes clear the interconnectedness of the entire framework. 
Without one, the next is not attainable. For example, it requires 
an equal public realm to foster relationships, just as it requires 
relationships to access participation and participation to create an 
equal public domain. 
 
An equal public realm will be fair for everyone, regardless of age and 
ethnicity, culture, gender, or language. The extent to which the public domain 
succeeds in “fitting” everyone equally can be measured in many ways. The first and 
most straightforward example, being in the demographics of visitors in a space. If the public 
realm is providing equitably, one could expect to see the overall neighborhood composition 
reflected in users of the space, mainly because IJburg does not serve as a local destination for 
outsiders like many other areas in Amsterdam. Other indicators of representation could include 
local character and ethnicity reflected in building design and public space, amenities, and 
services targeted toward specific populations or demographics, among many others. 
 
7 . 2 . 4  e q u a l i t y  i n  t h e  p u b l i c  r e a l m
 
The graph below shows how the population of IJburg compared to the perceived age of 
pedestrians flowing through during an entire day Joris Ivensplein. This method gives us an idea 
of how the actual population is represented in the public realm. Using survey responses would 
not give us accurate pictures because the survey first does not include children, and the second 
Is the public realm in Ijburg 
being used by various 
individuals (gender, age 
ethnicity)? Is anyone 
underrepresented in the 
public realm? When? 
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+  T R A C K I N G  P E D E S T R I A N  V O L U M E S
The Netherlands, and specifically Amsterdam, are already highly regarded for their bike and 
pedestrian infrastructure. One would expect that after perfecting the art for hundreds of years, 
an urban expansion project like IJburg would adopt the most successful techniques for creating 
a pedestrian-friendly environment. That is true for the most part on IJburg, with much of the 
streets being shared by cars and bikes and the major roadways being lined with designated 
bicycle lanes.  
 
Research Method: The volume of pedestrian traffics (both bike and on foot) was tracked in the 
study area. An imaginary line was drawn through a space and each passer-by was logged based 
upon time of day and perceived age range (infant, child, adult, elder). The activity was carried out 
on both a weekend and a weekday to better gauge how the public space is functioning during 
various times of the week.  
Figure 44.   R e p r es e n tat i o n by a g e i n 
o b s e rvat i o n a l a c t i v i t i es
leaves room for mischaracterization of the 
population.
Given the high concentration of children 
present, we can infer that younger 
residents are more likely to spend time in 
the space in this day and time. However, 
it should be noted that the distributions 
are relatively similar. The ideal outcome 
for this activity would be an exact 
match as it would indicate the public 
space is providing equally well for all users and, as such, would provide an ideal setting for 
interacting with other residents of various backgrounds. These results are representative 
only of this specific site. However, together with three other snapshots and the survey 
response data, they begin to paint a clearer picture of representation in the district’s public 
realm.  
Source: Author, Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
7 . 2 . 4 . 2  p e d e s t r i a n  v o l u m e s 
The results below show that Joris Ivensplein is busier during the weekend (fairly attributed to the 
prominence of the REURING Market) than on a typical weekday. Still, the pedestrian volumes here 
top the three study areas in this report. During the weekday, there is a peak in noon-time visitors 
and early evenings as residents finish work and pass by the supermarket. On weekends, there is a 
more gradual, sustained increase in visitors through the late afternoon and into the early evening, 
meaning that the REURING Market attracts a constant flow of visitors and creates vibrancy in this 
space.  
 
Quality infrastructure invites people of all ages and abilities to feel safe and comfortable 
on foot and bike. If space is welcoming many visitors per day, it is typically indicative of 
pedestrian-friendly infrastructure and provides a set of strong reasons to visit the space. It 
is the combination of these factors that would lead residents to visit a space regularly and 
begin to form varying levels of connections with familiar strangers, some of whom will come 
from backgrounds different than their own.  
55°
Figure 45.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  p e d es t r i a n v o l u m e s n a p s h o t
Source: Author, Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
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h i g h l i g h t :
R e u r i n g 
M a r k e t
T he concep t
The REURING Market occurs every Saturday 
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. at Joris Ivensplein. 
Vendors sell vegetables, fruit, bread, flowers, 
cheese, nuts, fish, meat, tapas, olives, savory pies, 
and spring rolls. It takes place in a public park, 
adjacent to a playground for children, and near 
the main IJburg shopping center, where much of 
its commercial activity is concentrated. Tensions 
between permanent tenants and market organizers 
have risen as a balance between the activity are 
achieved. This has lead to shortening the market 
hours and limiting the number of stalls allowed. As 
such, uncertainty defines the future of the market.
benef i t s t o t he p ubl ic  re a l m
A mix of stalls and the sights of activity draw a wide 
variety of locals to the market. REURING Market‘s patrons 
are primarily locals, given its location on the edge of 
Amsterdam. A variety of adjacent activations, including 
a playground and seating, a shopping center, services, 
and restaurants, means the REURING Market becomes the 
center of activity for the neighborhood‘s public life one day 
per week, inviting residents of all ages. There are various 
scales of open space in the area, providing a place for 
chance encounters, group gatherings, or small nooks for 
private rest or entertainment. Finally, local organizations 
facilitate the market and create a sense of local ownership. 
a c t i v e e d g e s s pat i a l  va r ie t y l o c a l o w ne r s hip
w e e k l y  c o m m u n i t y  m a r k e t
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reuring m a rk e t on joris  i v ensp l ein
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Activities: Use snapshot or 
stationary analysis
7 . 2 . 4 . 3  s t a t i o n a r y  a c t i v i t y  a n a l y s i s  
The final activity presented in this report measures the sorts of programming and facilities 
used within a space by logging the activities that visitors engage in while using the 
space. Information like this could guide future designs to integrate facilities and manage 
programming that residents will use and participate in instead of those that may go 
dormant, vacant, or unvisited.  
Here, we see that the most common activity is sitting, followed by playing, which can be 
explained by the presence of a children’s playground, parents accompanying the children, 
and visitors using the space after patronizing local shops or restaurants. There are also 
several food and beverage options available which bring people to the area. 
 
5,448 
E S T I M A T E D  M A R K E T 
V I S I T O R S  ( 8 : 0 0 - 1 7 : 0 0 )
Figure 46.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  s tat i o n a ry a c t i v i t y a n a lys i s
Figure 47.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  w e e k e n d a n d w e e k d ay b i k e  &  p e d f l o w s
Source: Author





7 . 2 . 5  C o n c l u s i o n
 
When placed all together, the results from a study of Joris Ivensplein paint a clear picture 
of a rather successful public space. The constant activity and draw to the adjacent 
shopping center make it a place that many residents visit daily. The nature of their 
experience is defined by the purpose in which they visit. However, a healthy mix of visitors 
makes the plaza their primary stop, counterbalanced by a large portion that makes it a 
secondary stop within a chain of other activities. This creates an environment of constant 
flux, which is necessary for facilitating chance interactions that could not happen 
otherwise.  
 
The consistency of the weekend market creates greater familiarity with space and the 
visitors, and it begins to develop a sense of belonging and community for residents. 
Though much of the programming within the space is not multicultural by nature, it 
is neutral enough to welcome residents from all walks of life to a common space. The 
neighborhood feel of IJburg, whereby most all present on the island are residents, creates 
a sense of community and familiarity and lays the foundation for social mixing to lead to 
social integration.  
 
Potential improvements include the addition of furnishings and the organization of 
weekday activities. While coronavirus has taken a toll on most of the ability to involve the 
community in organized events, the public space is a prime location for the activity. It is 
likely the most convenient space for locals of IJburg to meet for a meal or refreshments. 
Moreover, a level of ethnic tensions has existed regarding the perceived sense of belonging 
for minority youths. This issue has defined and redefined the plaza and worked directly 
against efforts to create a socially integrated community.  
 
Given the responses from the survey on interaction and integration, we can begin better 
understand how the public space is performing in relationship to how it is laid out. The 
average length of stay for a visitor on weekdays is between 8-10 minutes (this number 
would likely be much longer on weekends during the REURING Market), meaning that Joris 
Ivensplein is typically (from Sunday to Friday) an axillary part of one’s visit rather than the 
final destination. 
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7 . 3  S N A P S H O T :  I J B U R G  H A R B O R
  
 
7 . 3 . 1  C o n t e x t
The IJburg Harbor area is home, most notably to the Watersportvereniging IJburg, a 120 
berth boat port for residents of IJburg. It is positioned just south of the IJburgbaai and 
Bert Haankestrakade, the riverfront road and walking path that lines the northern-most 
edge of IJburg. The area also has several bars and restaurants and a fitness center, and 
plans for a significant housing development on the western peninsula. The proximity to 
public amenities, like the riverfront walking and biking path and harbor-side seating, and 
the district’s second large-format supermarket make it a hub of activity. At any given time 
throughout the day, one can experience a great mix of activities, with diners, boaters, 
and runners/bikers and bikers, all converging at a central location. The IJburg Harbor is 
still developing and not yet complete, though much of the infrastructure is in place. The 
confluence of such a variety of activities makes it an intriguing site for study and a true 




Figure 48.  i J b u r g h a r b o r 
a e r i a l  v i e w ( F R O M s o u t h 
E a s t )
Figure 49.   i J b u r g h a r b o r 
a e r i a l  v i e w ( F R O M n o r t h 
w es t )
100 meters
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7 . 3 . 2  R e l a t i o n s h i p s  i n  t h e 
p u b l i c  r e a l m
 
 
7 . 3 . 2 . 1  i n t e r a c t i o n 
While just a small piece of the overall snapshot, this 
section serves as a significant indicator of the state of 
integration and interaction throughout the district. A 
population that is well acquainted with visitors from 
different backgrounds would logically be well integrated. 
As seen in the results below, only 34% of the residents 
reported recognizing someone within the space that they 
had not arrived with yet were familiar. Of those who did 
recognize someone they had not arrived with, 89% could 
identify perceived difference(s) between themselves 
and the other person. These results indicate that much less interaction occurs in this area than 
in different study areas in this report. Much of this can be explained by the built environment 
analyses in the following section. 
 
What types of design and 
programming allows for equal 
participation among people 
who are socio-economically 
different? Does the public realm 
‘fit’ everyone?“
Figure 50.   i J b u r g h a r b o r p u b l i c  i n t e r a c t i o n 
s u rv e y -  fa m i l a r s t r a n g e r q u es t i o n
Survey Sample Size: 19 participants 
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7 . 3 . 3  P a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  t h e 
p u b l i c  r e a l m
 
 
7 . 3 . 2 . 1  P r o g r a m  &  A m e n i t y  A n a l y s i s 
As seen in the map and graph below, this area’s activity 
is primarily food and beverage. The study are has a 
moderately-sized public realm, as much of the space is 
taken up by semi-public cafe and dining spaces. Again, 
the study area has a diverse mix of offerings but no logical 
activity center. Instead, it is a patchwork around the 
perimeter of the harbor, that if designed well, holds much 
potential to become a thriving neighborhood destination. 
 
What types of design and 
programming allows for 
equal participation among 
people who are socio-
economically different? 
Does the public realm ‘fit’ 
everyone?“
Figure 51.   i J b u rg h a r b o r p ro g r a m & a m e n i t y a n a lys i s
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7 . 3 . 2 . 2  P r i c e  v a r i e t y 
a n a l y s i s 
This area caters to an audience with more 
spending power than the average resident. 
The dining options ten towards up-scale, and 
the harbor is an obvious sign of affluence. 
Because of this, it is not necessarily a place 
where just anyone feels welcome or at home. 
However, it still provides free activities, 
like a temporary punching bag, walking/
biking trail, or picnicking facilities that allow 
residents to pass the time in the area without 
spending money. 
7 . 3 . 2 . 3  Q u a l i t y  C r i t e r i a 
This area is hit hard by the winds rolling off the IJ. There are very few seating options, and 
the public spaces are far underdeveloped. Much of the activity here is reserved for members 
of the harbor or patrons of the restaurants. Dining is the main activity. It provides protection 
from vehicular traffic, invitations for walking and cycling, and an aesthetically pleasing 
environment for visitors. However, aside from the cafe terrace seating, much activity here is 
transitory, and if people are visiting, it is for a specific purpose. 
 

























7 . 3 . 2 . 4  f a c a d e  a n a l y s i s 
The map below show’s the interest and activation of facades adjacent to the plaza. The 
perimeter of the main harbor area is well activated by most measures. Moreover, the 
incoming development on the peninsula stands to further activate the area with proposed 
ground-floor retail and commercial offerings. An addition like this has the potential to 
make the area a better destination for a more diverse range of visitors.  
 
As one ventures beyond the perimeter of the harbor, however, the facades become inactive 
and uniform. The IJburg harbor has much room for growth and expansion, which is both an 
asset and a pitfall.  
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dul l
ac t i v e
v ibr a n t
in ac t i v e
Figure 53.   i J b u r g h a r b o r 
fa c a d e a n a lys i s
Note: see measurement scale 




7 . 3 . 2 . 5  F u r n i s h i n g  a n a l y s i s 
Used as a measure of invitation offered by a space, the map below shows that public 
seating is concentrated throughout the area. It is immediately visible that the space 
is dominated by private, cafe seating. Though it provides vibrancy for the area and 
contributes to the life-giving atmosphere that attracts and intrigues visitors, the imbalance 
could detract from creating a welcoming environment for people to participate equally. It 
paints a clear picture of the dynamics in play in the area. As the diversity of offerings and 
opportunities in a future IJburg Harbor develop, space might have a more balanced mix of 
public and private seating as a reflection of the variety of options available. In summary, 









Figure 54.   i J b u r g h a r b o r f u r n i s h i n g 
a n a lys i s  [S e at i n g C o u n t s]
se at ing c oun t s
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7 . 3 . 2 . 6  s u r v e y  r e s p o n s e s 
In addition to measuring the extent to which social mixing occurs, the survey also asked 
several pointed questions to uncover how it could occur. It aimed to gauge residents’ 
perception of the most suitable locations, facilities, or activities present for meeting 
residents with backgrounds differing from their own. As seen below, residents cited 
waiting in line as the most common reason to have met someone in the space. This could 
be explained by the heavy concentration of food and beverage offerings. Besides waiting 
in line, residents frequently cited both pets and classes (sailing or exercise) as common 
catalysts for interacting with someone they whom with did not arrive. It became clear that 
the public realm surrounding the IJburg Harbor was not succeeding in providing a place for 
visitors to interact with familiar and unfamiliar faces. 
Figure 55.   i J b u r g h a r b o r i n t e r a c t i o n s u rv e y -  p e r c e i v e d d i f f e r e n c es b e t w e e n fa m i l i a r s t r a n g e r s
Figure 56.   i J b u r g h a r b o r i n t e r a c t i o n s u rv e y -  t o p c i t e d 
a c t i v i t y l e a d i n g t o  c h a n c e e n c o u n t e r s
2. PETS 3. EVENT/CONCERT/
CLASS
1. MADE CONVERSATION IN 
LINE / QUEUE
Survey Sample Size: 19 participants 
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7 . 3 . 4  e q u a l i t y  i n  t h e  p u b l i c  r e a l m
 
 
7 . 3 . 4 . 1  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
The graphs below show how the population of IJburg compares 
to the perceived age of pedestrians flowing through during an 
entire day at the IJburg Harbor. This method gives us an idea of 
how the actual population is represented in the public realm. 
Using survey responses would not give us as accurate of a 
picture because the survey first does not include children, and 
second, leaves room for mischaracterization of the population.  
 
Given the high concentration of adults present, we can infer 
that mid-aged residents are more likely to spend time in the space in this day and time. This 
would be expected given the sorts of people we expect to see visiting the area for exercise 
classes and restaurants. However, it should be noted that the distributions are fairly similar 
to that of the entire district. The ideal outcome for this activity would be an exact match as 
it would indicate the public space is providing equally well for all users and, as such, would 
provide an ideal setting for interacting with other residents of various backgrounds. These 
Is the public realm in Ijburg 
being used by various 
individuals (gender, age 
ethnicity)? Is anyone 
underrepresented in the 
public realm? When? 
7 . 2 . 2 . 3  t a k e a w a y
 
It became clear that there is a diversity of activity in this space and that it keeps diverse 
residents from having a purpose of visiting or staying in the area. The riverfront trail 
provides some reason for residents from various backgrounds to visit; however, it is 
neither a traditional gathering place nor a place for spontaneous conversation. It is, 
however, a place for light interaction, whereby people simply acknowledge each other’s 
presence, though this research did not examine light interaction. 
 
In addition to being a place with high levels of visual pleasure, given the harbor and the 
IJburgbaai, the area remains fairly active throughout the day. It is undoubtedly a place that 
can and should be developed further to invite residents to visit and stay awhile. However, 
the nature of most interactions was transitory and commercial and often between 
residents from fairly similar backgrounds.  
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7 . 3 . 4 . 2  P e d e s t r i a n  V o l u m e s 
The results below show that IJburg is similarly as 
busy on both weekends and weekdays. During the 
weekday, there is a peak in dinner-time visitors, and on 
weekends, there is a more gradual, sustained increase 
in visitors through the late afternoon and into the early 
1,356 
E S T I M A T E D  V I S I T O R S  O R 
P A S S E R S - B Y  F R O M  ( 8 : 0 0 - 1 7 : 0 0 )
52°
results are representative only of this 
specific site. However, together with 
three other snapshots and the survey 
response data, they begin to paint a 
clearer picture of representation in the 
district’s public realm. 
 
Figure 57.   R e p r es e n tat i o n by a g e i n 
o b s e rvat i o n a l a c t i v i t i es
Figure 58.  i J b u r g h a r b o r  p e d es t i r a n s n a p s h o t
Source: Author, Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
Source: Author
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7 . 3 . 4 . 2  s t a t i o n a r y  a c t i v i t y  a n a l y s i s  
Here, we see that the most common activity is dining at a cafe, while playing, standing, 
and sitting elsewhere all comprise a relatively similar portion of the remainder of users. 
Because the activities skew so heavily towards commercial, we confirm that this space is 
not equitably providing for all users. Rather, the space caters towards a specific subset of 
the population and encourages activities that do not contribute to building relationships 
or fostering interactions necessary for a socially integrated public realm. The results of the 
survey reinforce this assertion.  
55°
Source: Author, Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
evening. The results show 
that what one may expect 
up to this point, that the 
activity is based upon 
dining. As such, the activity 
in the area matches typical 
dining patterns, with little 
activity throughout the day 
otherwise.  
 
Figure 59.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  w e e k e n d a n d w e e k d ay b i k e  &  p e d f l o w s
Source: Author
Figure 60.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  s tat i o n a ry a c t i v i t y a n a lys i s
Source: Author
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7 . 2 . 5  C o n c l u s i o n
 
The results from this analysis were very similar to expectations for the space. The public 
realm is underdeveloped in the area despite having several rich amenities to work with. 
The lion’s share of activity in the area is driven by either food and beverage establishments, 
fitness centers, and the occasional sailor or boater. Put together, this creates a relatively 
homogeneous demographic of visitors, and the activities are often planned and not 
spontaneous. This assertion was reinforced by the low level of visitors who recognized 
someone they did not intend to arrive with. 
 
When observed, most of the activity was independent—a walk-through with a child or a pet, 
a seat on one of the few public seating options in the area, or a fast pass (biking or jogging) 
through the edge of the site on the riverfront path. All other visitors came with a singular 
purpose and stuck around only for one activity. The diversity of activity in the area is not 
sufficient to create staying power or stickiness. Moreover, while there are pleasuring visual 
reasons to wander into the space, there is little provided for the spontaneous visitor.  
 
Most interactions within the site were either planned (gym, dining, boating) or categorized 
as “light interactions.” Light interactions occur when two strangers pass by each other, 
acknowledge the existence, but do not engage any further. While these sorts of interactions, 
if positive, can contribute to improving the perception of the other, they were not measured 
in this study.  
 
From the analysis of this area, the research has made clear that this area is ripe for 
improvement. It was chosen for study given the potential from a diversity of and the 
pleasure of its amenity. However, it is fair to say that space is not performing. The other 
study areas encourage or facilitate interactions and integration between residents from 
various social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds.  
 
 
The average length of stay for a visitor is around 24 minutes. In some situations, this would 
be a remarkable data point; however, knowing that 76% of the visitors to the area are coming 
for a drink or a meal, it is to be expected that guests will stay for prolonged amounts of time. 
The rest of the research does indicate that the space provides a chain of activities for visitors, 
and it is safe to assume that visits to the area are primarily single-purpose. 
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7 . 4  C A S E  S T U D Y :  T H E O  V A N  G O G H  P A R K
  
 
7 . 4 . 1  C o n t e x t
The Theo van Gogh Park, located on the west side of Pampuslaan, the main north-south 
street of IJburg, is the largest in IJburg. It consists of a sunken open space with a main 
walking path, sports fields, gardens, and playground facilities. A tea house had been 
planned in the middle of the park, emulating many other parks in Amsterdam that provide 
bars and cafes within the park area. How-ever, these ambitions have not yet been realized, 
and for the most part, the park’s perimeter lacks any food or beverage options. Instead, a 
lone coffee cart makes its temporary home in the heart of the park a few times a week. 
It is surrounded by several educational and daycare facilities, making it a central hub for 
children in the district. The space is never dull. There are nearly always at least a handful 
of children swinging in the park while their parents sit or stand off to the side and watch. In 
addition to the playground, visitors also participate in fitness classes, parties, ping pong, 




Figure 62.  T h eo Va n G o g h 
Pa r k a e r i a l  v i e w ( F R O M 
s o u t h W es t )
Figure 63.   T h eo Va n G o g h 
Pa r k a e r i a l  v i e w ( F R O M 
n o r t h E a s t )
football, and basketball. The diversity of offerings make it a vibrant space, though the size of 
the park and the open format make it feel empty unless it is packed with hundreds of children 
and their parents. 
It is bordered to the west by the final tram stop on IJburg and the IJburg College campus and 
sports hall, adding another visitor to the park. Finally, its location along Pampuslaan makes it 
a rel-atively, though not directly, accessible, destination for visitors to the Deen supermarket, 
restau-rants, barbers, and studios. 
120 meters
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7 . 4 . 2  R e l a t i o n s h i p s  i n  t h e 




7 . 4 . 2 . 1  i n t e r a c t i o n  
While just a small piece of the overall snapshot, this 
section serves as a significant indicator of the state of 
integration and interaction throughout the district. A 
population that is well acquainted with visitors from 
different backgrounds would logically be well integrated. 
As seen in the results below, 84% of the residents reported 
recognizing someone within the space they had not 
arrived with. Of those who did recognize someone they had not arrived with, 94% could identify 
perceived difference(s) between themselves and the other person. These results indicate that 
extremely high levels of interaction occur in this area. Much of this can be explained by the 
built environment analyses in the following section.  
What types of design and 
programming allows for equal 
participation among people 
who are socio-economically 
different? Does the public realm 
‘fit’ everyone?“
Figure 64.   t h eo va n g o g h pa r k  p u b l i c  i n t e r a c t i o n s u rv e y -  fa m i l a r s t r a n g e r q u es t i o n
Source: Author Survey Sample Size: 27 participants 
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7 . 4 . 3  P a r t i c i p a t i o n  i n  t h e 
p u b l i c  r e a l m
 
 
7 . 3 . 2 . 1  P r o g r a m  &  A m e n i t y  A n a l y s i s 
As seen in the map and graph below, this area’s activity is 
primarily civic and educational, with very few commercial 
activities in the immediate peripheries. The confluence of 
transportation, education, and daycare facilities makes it 
a highly vibrant, child-focused area. Though very few food 
and beverage options draw consumers to the area, the 
Figure 65.   t h eo va n g o g h pa r k p ro g r a m & a m e n i t y a n a lys i s
What types of design and 
programming allows for 
equal participation among 
people who are socio-
economically different? 




7 . 4 . 2 . 2  P r i c e  v a r i e t y  a n a l y s i s 
In the case of Theo Van Gogh park, there is relatively insignificant information to be 
gathered by studying the price variety. Within the park and its directly adjacent buildings, 
there are very few places to spend money. This could be detrimental to the staying power 
of the park and its ability to attract spontaneous visitors. However, it can not be compared 
equally to Joris Ivenslpein, given its function as a proper public park. 
7 . 4 . 2 . 3  Q u a l i t y  C r i t e r i a 
The Theo Van Gogh Park provides much of what one expects to see from a public park - 
invitations for playing, walking, and sitting, protection from vehicles, and a large swath of 
green space amidst dense development. Its size and open floor plan make the space feel huge, 
which is not typically beneficial for encouraging interactions. When space is unlimited, visitors 
are able and likely to keep their distance from others, especially considering there is no single 
central point of convergence in the park. For visitors aside from parents, there are very few 
reasons to stay, stand, or watch because performances and organized activities are infrequent. 
The space functions well for children, but it leaves a lot to be desired for other visitors to the 
area. 
 
Figure 66.  t h eo va n g o g h pa r k p r o g r a m & a m e n i t y s h a r e
Source: Author
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7 . 4 . 2 . 4  f a c a d e  a n a l y s i s 
Reflected in the program and amenity analysis, the perimeter of the park is relatively 
inactive. It suffers from a lack of vibrancy in the surrounding areas and gives few ancillary 
facilities to attract visitors with diverse purposes. There are not varying activities within 




ac t i v e
v ibr a n t
in ac t i v e
Note: see measurement scale 




7 . 4 . 2 . 5  F u r n i s h i n g  a n a l y s i s 
Used as a measure of invitation offered by a space, the map below shows that public 
seating is concentrated throughout the area. It is immediately visible that the space 
reasonably low levels of public or private seating. Much public seating exists along the 
internal walking path, but the benches are moderately few and far between. While a 
potential detriment, this also allows residents a level of customization of the space, 
whereby they can still find a comfortable, secluded place to lay down a blanket or sit 
directly in the grass. As for the seating offered, much of it is occupied at any given time 
by parents accompanying their children at the park. In terms of facilitating interactions, 
the necessity to stand could create conditions to interact with parents of other children 
and lead to conversations or relationship building between residents from diverse social, 






Figure 68.   t h eo va n g o g h pa r k f u r n i s h i n g a n a lys i s 
    [S E AT I N G C O U N T S]
PUBLIC CAFE
se at ing c oun t s
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h i g h l i g h t :
R o l l i n g 
R E N D E V O U S
T he concep t
Rolling Rendevous is a mobile coffee and cocktails 
cart serving drinks in fixed and ever-changing 
locations throughout the island. Its primary location 
is Theo Van Gogh Park in IJburg, but it regularly 
moves throughout the island. It can be found 
outside local restaurants with limited-time menus 
or at events throughout the year. Each morning, the 
cart‘s Instagram page features its location and time 
of operation for the day.
benef i t s t o t he p ubl ic  re a l m
The drink cart simultaneously creates familiarity 
and variability by having a consistent home base 
and moving throughout the site.  This has the 
potential to bring patrons to new neighborhoods 
they‘d not otherwise venture into. Moreover, it 
provides a food and beverage destination that 
draws pedestrians to visit a public park that is often 
used for a single purpose, leading to a mix of uses 
and the potential for chance encounters with people 
who may not otherwise find themselves in the same 
environment. 
Fa mil i a r i t y va r i a b il i t y d e s t in at i o n
m o b i l e  c o f f e e  c a r t
PART IV123
On I Jburg be ach in  2019
in t heo va n gogh pa rk
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7 . 4 . 2 . 6  s u r v e y  r e s p o n s e s 
In addition to measuring the extent to which social mixing occurs, the survey also asked 
several pointed questions to uncover how it could occur. It aimed to gauge residents’ 
perception of the most suitable locations, facilities, or activities present for meeting 
residents with backgrounds differing from their own. As seen below, residents cited 
physical activities as the most common reason to have met someone in the space. This 
could be explained by the high volumes of fitness classes occurring in the park area, in 
addition to the various sport-related facilities in the park (soccer, basketball, track, ping 
pong). Additionally, residents frequently cited both pets and playing with children as 
common catalysts for interacting with someone whom with they did not arrive. It became 
clear that the public realm in Theo Van Gogh Park was succeeding in providing a place for 
visitors to interact with familiar and unfamiliar faces. 
 
Figure 69.   t h eo va n g o g h pa r k i n t e r a c t i o n s u rv e y -  p e r c e i v e d d i f f e r e n c es b e t w e e n fa m i l i a r s t r a n g e r s
Figure 70.   t h eo va n g o g h pa r k i n t e r a c t i o n s u rv e y -  t o p c i t e d 
a c t i v i t y l e a d i n g t o  c h a n c e e n c o u n t e r s
2. PETS 3. CHILDREN1. SPORTS/PHYSICAL 
EXERCISE
Survey Sample Size: 27 participants 
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7 . 4 . 4  e q u a l i t y  i n  t h e  p u b l i c  r e a l m
 
 
7 . 4 . 4 . 1  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
The graphs below show how the population of IJburg compares 
to the perceived age of pedestrians flowing through during an 
entire day at Theo Van Gogh Park. This method gives us an idea 
of how the actual population is represented in the public realm. 
Using survey responses would not give us as accurate of a 
picture because the survey first does not include children, and 
second, leaves room for mischaracterization of the population.  
Given the high concentration of children present, we confirm our assumptions from the 
program analysis that this space’s perimeter is highly education and civic. This is entirely 
expected given the proximity to the educational facilities and the prominence of students 
on recess break throughout a weekday. The ideal outcome for this activity would be an 
exact match as it would indicate the public space is providing equally well for all users 
and, as such, would provide an ideal setting for interacting with other residents of various 
backgrounds. However, this situation is different as the space is often used as a traditional 
park area, whereby the space caters to children. These results are representative only of 
this specific site. However, together with three other snapshots and the survey response 
data, they begin to paint a clearer picture of representation in the district’s public realm.  
use ped volumes for this
Is the public realm in Ijburg 
being used by various 
individuals (gender, age 
ethnicity)? Is anyone 
underrepresented in the 
public realm? When? 
Figure 71.   T h eo va n g o g h pa r k R e p r es e n ta-
t i o n by a g e i n  o b s e rvat i o n a l a c t i v i t i es
Source: Author, Statistics Netherlands (CBS)
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1,908 
E S T I M A T E D  V I S I T O R S  O R 
P A S S E R S - B Y  F R O M  ( 8 : 0 0 - 1 7 : 0 0 )
52°
7 . 4 . 4 . 2  P e d e s t r i a n  V o l u m e s 
The results below show that Theo Van Gosh park sustains higher activity levels on 
weekends than weekdays, yet the user levels are still relatively high. During the weekday, 
there is a peak in use in the early afternoon, around the time that school is let out. The 
results reflect expected usage patterns for children and families.  
Figure 72.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  w e e k e n d a n d w e e k d ay b i k e  &  p e d f l o w s
Source: Author
Source: Author
Figure 73.   t h eo va n g o g h pa r k p e d es t i r a n s n a p s h o t
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Activities: Use snapshot or 
stationary analysis
7 . 4 . 4 . 2  s t a t i o n a r y  a c t i v i t y  a n a l y s i s  
As expected, over ¾ of visitors to the Theo Van Gogh park arrive intending to play. Other 
activities noted include some form of sitting or standing and, to a lesser extent, physical 
activity. The results indicate that this space is used as proper park space; visitors come 
for entertainment rather than a stop along the way in a more lengthy trip. The usage 
patterns have neither an inherently positive nor negative impact on interaction or social 
integration. Instead, a condition that needs to be considered in future planning for the 
park and surrounding areas. The average length of stay for a visitor is around 15 minutes.  
 
55°
Figure 74.   j o r i s  i v e n s p l e i n  s tat i o n a ry a c t i v i t y a n a lys i s
Source: Author
7 . 4 . 5  C o n c l u s i o n
 
Theo Van Gogh park presents a compelling case for study given the built condition of 
the space and the type of visitor who frequents it. The park itself has all the makings of a 
successful park. It provides a diversity of activities in gardens, playgrounds, walking trails, 
ping pong tables, dog parks, basketball courts, soccer fields, transit on-site, and lastly, a 
large swath of land in a highly urban area. This results in a consistent level of vibrancy from 
physical activities and almost certain opportunities to interact with other visitors  At the 
same time, the site’s perimeter is not laid out in a way that facilitates visitors from every walk 
of life. There exist few services, commercial establishments, almost no food or beverage, 
and moderately inactive buildings. The park’s sheer size and open floor plan make it almost 
intimidatingly prominent and make it easy for residents to avoid interactions. However, for 
everything it does not provide, it makes up for with the constant hum of daytime school 
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children visiting, the presence of physical fitness classes, and the number of amenities 
available.  
 
Though at first glance, it appears empty because of all the green space, it provides a place 
for all to participate. While most activity can be attributed to children playing, it also serves 
as a commonplace for residents in the area to meet, whether in the dog park, around 
the ping pong table, or at the mobile coffee stand. The park itself still has much room for 
customization, which is rare in IJburg. If new initiatives that residents would like to see 
initiated, The Van Gogh park would be a logical place.  
 
The area differs from the other two study areas in that most often, visitors are arriving with 
a single purpose, that being to be entertained, relax, and play. If the built environment 
can facilitate them, these sorts of conditions open visitors up to having more meaningful 
interactions, given they are often less rushed and more inclined to stop and converse with 
someone coming from a different social, ethnic, or economic background. It cannot be 
compared directly to the other two spaces for this very reason. Instead, it should not be 
compared for efficacy but rather considered a compliment in a broader offering of amenities 
in the public realm of IJburg.  
 
The data speaks clearly. Theo Van Gogh is outperforming the other two study areas in terms 
of facilitating unplanned interactions between residents. For all the critiques that one 
a d d  p h o t o s
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C H I L D - F O C U S E D 
F A C I L I T I E S
The district has a high population of 
children, and the built environment is 
well designed to heavily caterer towards 
child-oriented facilities.
 
W E A K  C O M M U N I T Y 
O R G A N I Z A T I O N
There are very few community-centered 
activities, hindering the ability of 
residents to develop the nuanced 
relationships that come from being 
embedded in their communities.
C O M M E R C I A L 
C O N C E N T R A T I O N 
Much of the commercial activity 
is concentrated in a single area, 
detracting potential vibrancy from other 
neighborhoods in the district.
B L U R R Y  P U B L I C -
P R I V A T E  L I N E S 
The continuum between private, 
semi-public, and public spaces often 






P A R T  V .  T H E  F U T U R E  F O R 
I J B U R G 
 
 
8 .  T R E N D S  &  O B S E R V A T I O N S
 
Throughout the analysis and data collection process, various trends and observations 
were noted and have formed a baseline for the development of recommendations and 
guiding strategies. An observation in blue denotes a positive aspect of urbanism while an 
observation in red denotes a negative aspect of urbanism. 
-+
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F E W  C U S T O M I Z A T I O N 
O P P O R T U N I T I E S
Much of the district was developed 
without room for co-creation or 
adaptation, meaning the local character 
is unlikely to become visible in the built 
environment.
D I V E R S I T Y  O F 
P U B L I C  R E A L M
As noted in the case studies, the island’s 
public realm has a variety of uses 
and adjacency, providing options for 
residents. 
 
I N C O N S I S T E N T 
W E E K D A Y  A C I T I V I T Y
Very few structured programming 
activities occur throughout the week 
in public spaces. This inhibits the 
“stickiness” of a place and creates few 
reasons for outsiders to visit IJburg.
C U L T U R E  &  R E L G I O N 
N O T  V I S I B L E 
Very few cultural or religious institutions 
are located in the district, and when they 
can be found, they have been designed to 
minimize visibility.
S I N G L E  F A M I L Y 
C O N C E N T R A T I O N
The relatively large number of single-
family homes in some places on the 
island encourage a more privatized 
lifestyle, however children make this 
impact less prominent
L A T E N T  E T H N I C  & 
S O C I A L  T E N S I O N S 
D O  S T I L L  E X I S T 
Minority youth who are assumed to be 
outsiders were targets of criticism that 
led to the redesign of Joris Ivensplein. 
Moreover, recent harrassment of the 
LGBTQ Pastor on the island point to social 








R E L A T I O N S H I P S 
1. Design for conviviality, including conflict 
alleviation design, as well as a variety of 
place-making principles (amenity, seating, 
activity, programming)
2. Break down the public spaces to human 
scale to make the spaces feel smaller, more 
inviting, and to increase staying power
3. Encourage temporary installations and 
design around permanent anchors to ensure 
a consistent, yet varied flow of people and to 
extend chains of activity for visitors
P A R T I C I P A T I O N
4. Design for spaces that can be adapted by 
designing ‘unfinished’ spaces that encourage 
personalization, ongoing interaction, and 
local character
5. Prepare for a changing demographic and 
allow for the local character to be reflected 
in public spaces and in commercial areas so 
that all residents feel culturally represented
6. Co-produce and co-design to build trust 
within communities, authorities, and anchor 
organizations and to ensure those most 
affected by the urban change are heard.
How do you design for all difference, ensuring the breadth of 
their individual identities are embraced throughout the process?
9 .  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 
 








Built upon the diagnostic research questions topics explored for each site (relationships, 
participation, equality) a series of recommendations have been developed to answer the 
fourth and final prescriptive question and to guide future planning efforts in the region. 
The following three sections outline how planning and design efforts can accomplish the 
perscriptive aims of the question below. 
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E Q U A L I T Y
7. Design out inequities in the public realm that 
create age-related, gender, or ethnic/cultural/
language disadvantages
8. Continue encouraging local residents to 
undertake programming and management 
efforts so that the community identity is 
reflected (social equity is a dynamic process 
that often needs formal structures of support)
9. Write social values (social integration) into 
future aims, ambitions, and impacts on Ijburg 
II and ensure the principles are seen through to 
construction, even when resources are limited 
and timelines are tight
R E
L A
T I O N S H I P S
E Q
U A I L T Y
P A
R T
I C I P A T I O N
Source: KPAC
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J O R I S  I V E N S P L E I N
Most importantly, the space should be supporting the desired users of the space, rather than 
designing against certain users. Defensive public space design, as has already been carried 
out, can and will have a detrimental effect on Joris Ivensplein. Design recommendations for 
the space are as follows: 
9 . 2   S I T E - S P E C I F I C  D E S I G N  R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S
 
To compliment the guiding strategies that conside all differenceand ensure the breadth 
of their individual identities are embraced throughout the process, a set of design 
recommendations have been developed. These recommendations are not meant to be 
comprehensive, nor should they be considered complete. Instead, they’re provided here 
to begin exploring future designs that have have social integration ideals at their core. This 
final section of the report should be taken holistically (along with the guiding strategies and 





I J B U R G  H A R B O R
F L E X I B L E  S E A T I N G A D J A C E N T  A C T I V I T Y P L A N N E D  E V E N T S
Introduce flexible seating 
options and variety for 
different types of social 
interaction and spaces for 
all ages, ethnicities, and 
backgrounds.
Encourage further 
activation on the plaza 
facing side of the shopping 
center and let it spill over 
into the public realm
Begin using the space 
to the east of where the 
REURING Market is hosted 
for achor or complementary 
events (concerts, shows) 







The rich variety of public offerings in this space prime it for evolution into a successful 
public realm. Plans for development of the western portion of the study area are promising, 
but capitalizing on the already-present amenity should be prioritized above all. Design 
recommendations for the space are as follows: 
W A T E R  A C C E S S V I S I B L E  E N T R Y R E M O V E  V E H I C L E S
Design to invite people 
down to the water. 
Currently, the water is a 
private good, reserved for 
boat owners only. People 
love the ability to swim, 
wade, or even touch the 
water.
Create a more visible entry 
that attracts people from 
Bert Haanstrakade (IJ river-
front path) to capitalize on 
the high levels of foot traffic 
on the perimeter of the 
study area.
Pedestrianize Krijn 
Taconiskade and divert 
traffic to Pampusalaan to 
take advantage of both sides 
of the street, maximizing the 
public realm in the area. 
01 02 03
PART V137
Capturing and maximizing the benefits of already high activity levels in the space are 
contingent upon designing for longer chains of activity. Providing secondary and tertiary 
activities and purposes for visitors will make the park achieve its full potential. Design 
recommendations for the space are as follows: 
E X P A N D  U S E S B R E A K  D O W N I N V I T E  R I D E R S
Introduce semi-permanent 
stalls and installations that 
can change in purpose and 
function (food carts, food 
trucks, art exhibits) to draw 
people in.
Design around activity 
centers to create smaller 
spaces, making human-
scaled and comfortable 
environments within the 
larger public realm. 
Invite people from the 
west-side transit stop by 
creating a more visible and 
welcoming entrance.
01 02 03





F I R S T ,  C O N S I D E R  T H E  I M P A C T S 
 
 
1. Consider the impacts of change, new developments, or the status quo
2. Engage with stakeholders to uncover their desired outcomes for a space in question
Let these outcomes build a common vision for the future
3. Use the data gathered in this report to cross-check community desires
4. Prioritize social integration in future development in IJburg II or in unfinished 
neighborhoods on IJburg
S E C O N D ,  T E S T  T H E  W A T E R S
 
5. Begin testing place-making ideas through temporary programming or installations to 
develop a better understanding of the community’s reaction to such activities. Examples 
below: 
1 0 .  I M P L E M E N T A T I O N 
 
1 0 . 1   P U T T I N G  T H E  S T R A T E G I E S  I N T O  A C T I O N
 
 
Ensuring that the guiding strategies for designing the public realm o can be successfully 
placed into action, a continuous, iterative, and collaborative process must be persued. 
The following section provides key recommendations for implementing the the guiding 
strategies from the previous section.  
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F I N A L L Y ,  E M P O W E R  P A R T I C I P A T I O N
 
8. Use geospatial data and demographic data collected in this report to ensure equal 
representation amongst stakeholders and adjust outreach strategies if a representative 
population is not achieved
6. Tap into local networks (like 100% IJburg) to harness expertise from a variety of different 
areas
7. Continuously iterate and improve the ideas to most effectively foster social integration
- Test how a design impacts people’s behavior (for instance, if it causes them to 
stay longer in a place, to strike up a conversation, or to use it in a new or unique 
way)
- Test co-production activities to see how residents do or do not come together to 
participate with other’s from different backgrounds
- Test how programming that reflects local culture and character begins to 
empower diverse residents to interact and participate in community activities
9. Continue surveying residents (when fit) to understand how individuals and communities 
are being impacted by proposed or completed developments
10. Plan activities and programming that reflect all-district lifestyles. Examples below:
- Program child-focused activities and facilities in places that are accessible and 
during times that children may be out of school
- Consider working patterns of single households and those without children so 
that all residents are able to enjoy community life
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11. Making use of flexibly designed spaces, continuously define and redefine the visions of 
the local community
12. Accept the fact the IJburg is an urban expansion, meaning that the history, culture, 




1 1 .  C O N C L U S I O N
 
 
Before proceeding with a conclusion, the most fundamental aspect of this report is that 
IJburg is still a work in progress. The island is still actively developing and as such, should 
emphasize taking note of current trends, issues, conflicts, and successes if they expect for 
the island to be successful.  It is clear from the above results that an urban design scheme 
for social mixing has not automatically lead to social integration in IJburg. The report has 
tested out a strategic mix of research methods to gauge whether or not the public realm 
successfully fosters the integration of residents from various social, economic, and ethnic 
backgrounds. 
 
Through fieldwork, desk research, and participatory research, what has been made clear 
are the opportunities and challenges to social integration presented by the socially mixed 
environment in IJburg. The case studies each provided a unqiue “slice of life” for the island 
by examining the public realm in three study areas with vastly different uses. On Joris 
Ivensplein, the public realm is one of convenience. The space acts as a compliment to the 
adjacent commerical activity and provides immense opportunities for activation throughout 
the week. It should continue to serve as the heart of the island and could improve through 
the addition of more varied activity, semi-permanent food and beverage stands, weekly 
programming, and activities in conjunction with the REURING Market. The IJburg Harbor 
area is a rather passive space. It provides rather passive, relaxed, and leisure activities 
and a beautiful place to dine. It could be strengthed by making the water a public good 
for residents, allowing for swimming, wading, or at least by providing space for waterfront 
activities, like picnics, reading, or sitting. Finally, the The Van Gogh Park presents the most 
active area on the island with the confluence of so many educational institutions and the 
second transit hub of the island. In its existing state, it provides a rich variety of activities, 
but could benefit from organized or programmed activities in the park (concerts, events, 
sports leagues, etc.). As with any urban place, there are positive and negative qualities. The 




The process of transforming an empty collection of residential and commercial buildings 
into a vibrant, diverse, well-connected community that brings all people together requires 
deliberate guidance through governance, design, and programming. The extensive research 
provided enriching insights and created a baseline “state of the community” that can be 
subsequently updated as the district continues to grow and transform. One thing was made 
very clear -- the secluded nature of IJburg makes it a place that very few outsiders visit. 
On the other hand, it facilitates a stronger sense of community and familiarity, whereby 
the assumption is that every person on the island is local. Sentiments like this are critical 
to creating an environment where people from different social, ethnics, and economic 
backgrounds begin to interact. So, wherein some senses, the isolating of the community 
could be a downfall; it has also provided a multitude of opportunities for socially mixed 
residents to reach greater levels of social integration.  
 
The process of bringing the planning and design ideas for the district to life requires a 
paradigm shift that prioritizes community engagement and co-creation in addition to 
socially just placemaking efforts. Allowing the diverse community to decide the future of 
their public realm is both a meaningful and empowering step towards driving and sustaining 
the social integration of residents.  
 
The levers for change are endless, so long as the aims of the future projects are prioritized, 
and policy, programming, and co-design are used to strengthen the efforts. The future of 
IJburg is promising, and it cannot be fairly critiqued on its current state instead of on its 
current trajectory. Local planning efforts have (as seen in part one) established ideals for the 
next 5-20 years. With so much potential for creating a sustainable community on economic, 
social, and ecological scales, the district must create an environment for residents from 
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for Measurement in the Public Realm
The contents and methods in this toolkit 
have been influenced heavily by the 
work of Gehl Institute for Public Spaces. 
00     introduction
01     framework
02     methods
03     putting it all
   Together




It is the extent to which residents of various 
social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds 
have strong connections with each other and 
the space in which they live. 
Similar terms:   Social Inclusion
         Social Cohesion
Social Mix
Social Sustainability        
What are the benefits?
A socially integrated community has the ability 
to reduce inequalities, prejudice, and divisions 
and to promote quality interactions and a sense 
of belonging for residents in diverse 
environments.
Why study social 
integration?
Cities across the globe are implementing urban 
policies to address diversity (social mixing, increased 
social services, bottom up governance, etc.), though it 
is unclear what impacts they have on residents. 
Measuring social integration provides a window into 
what types of spaces allow these relationships to 
thrive—like family, friends, or familiar strangers—and 
then guides future design and programming to ensure 
energy and resources are well targeted.
 
Who is this toolkit for?
This toolkit is for City Officials, Urban Planners, 
Researchers, Students, and “at-home-urbanists” alike. 
Its clear and accessible methods (requiring no 
specialized software) make it well suited for all levels to 




Source: Mayor of London, SOCIAL INTEGRATION DESIGN LAB, 2019 Programme Report
Research questions
Are the existing spatial conditions in the public 
realm supporting interactions, participation, 
and equality between residents from different 
social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds?
Do people from different socioeconomic groups spend time in the public 
realm? Are they interacting? What is the nature of their interaction? (from 
passive to casual to a familiar stranger) What prompted their interaction?
What types of design and programming allow for equal participation among 
socioeconomically different people? Does the public realm ‘fit’ everyone?
Relationships
participation
Is the public realm being used by various individuals (gender, age, 







Before beginning your field work, you will need to 
gather contextual materials to better understand your 
site. Use national and city-government websites to 
locate demographic data about the population living 
near your study area. You’ll use this later as a 
benchmark for the level of diversity in your study 








Locate the data source that will give you population data at the 
smallest scale possible
Search for categories such as: Housing Tenure, Migration Backgrounds, 
Education Levels, Income Levels, Ages, etc.
Download and visualize your data









Before beginning your field work, you will need to 
gather contextual materials to better understand your 
site. Depending on your familiarity with different 
softwares, this could include a screenshot of Google 
Maps, an export from Google Earth, a GIS map or a 







Identify your site and site boundary
Locate map online (Google Maps, Google Earth, Snazzy Maps, City’s GIS 
Data Repository, CADMapper, etc.)
Add map elements (north arrow, scale, title, major streets or bodies of 
water)
Use method of choice (pencil, marker, graphic design software) to 











The survey is the information gold mine of the 
toolkit. Without the survey, you can’t answer much! 
It’ll be used cross-check all other materials collected 
throughout your research. It gauges levels of 
interaction between visitors, the perceived 
differences, and identifies the most successful 





See printout in 04 Materials
Interaction Survey
Download and print survey attached (modify as 
needed)
Identify volunteers and position them along 
high-traffic areas
Invite every third person to participate
Distribute surveys for 4-8 hours or until desired 
total is reached (25, 50, 100+) 
Digitize and analyze results











This activity is used to observe the behaviors of 
people spending time in a test site. It measures 
duration of stay, type of use, and tracks chance 
encounters over time. This allows researchers to 
calculate a space’s staying power, the activities 




See printout in 04 Materials
Stationary activity
mapping
Print a blank copy of your study area
Find a spot within the site where all edges are visible
Set a one hour timer and beginning making note of all visitors
Use the labeling techniques included in the toolkit materials to note 
activity
Check back on each visitor after 5 minutes to note any departures or 
interactions












You’ll want to make sure your data points 
aren’t skewed by external influences, for 
example, weather conditions, days of the 
week, or time of day. A good measurement 
includes comparison, so make sure you hold 
as many factors constant as possible.
What to vary:
- Days of the week (i.e. chose one 
weekend & one weekday to compare)
What NOT to vary: 
- Temperature or precipitation (i.e. chose 
days with similar weather conditions)
- Time of day (i.e. measuring at the same 
hour as a previous measurement)
Pedestrian 
volume 
Tracking the number of pedestrians or cyclists 
provides the researchers with a detailed account of 
what time and what days a space is most active. 
This can be used with program and amenity 
analyses to understand what is bringing people to 




See printout in 04 Materials
Pedestrian volume 
Print a blank copy of your study area
Find a high-traffic area in your site and draw an imaginary line to track 
Set a timer and count how many people cross the line. 
Categorize by mode (foot or bike) and perceived age (infant, youth, adult, 
elder)
Digitize and analyze your results. 












The volume and variety of programming within a site 
and the amenities surrounding the site can help 
predict the mix of visitors’ purpose and the place’s 
staying power. Staying power helps sustain activity 
long enough for residents to meet someone whom 




Open your site on Google Maps
Using the defined categories, make note of the uses of  all 
buildings surrounding or within your study area.
Visit site to cross check your online findings (+2 hours)
Digitize and analyze your results. 













If you chose a vibrant and thriving public realm to study, 
there’s more than likely a variety of commercial offerings 
surrounding it (think ice cream, coffee, restaurants, 
shops, bars, etc.). An equal public realm has options for 
all. Not everyone can shop at for luxury watches and 
memory foam mattresses! Make note of how many 
places in the area offer something for five dollars or less. 
This indicates a public realm that all can participate. 
What to look for:
- Commercial options that allow an entire 
family to treat themselves without spending 





An inviting place that encourages public life has
elements of protection, comfort, and enjoyment. 
These categories are further detailed into 12 Quality 
Criteria in 3 subcategories (Protection, Invitation, 
Delight).An inviting space would encourage
more people to visit, to stay longer, and in turn, it 
would generate more chances for meeting diverse 
others.
See printout in 04 Materials
Open your site on Google Maps or visit in person
Using the worksheet, analyze the study area’s environment, 
considering each of the subcategories 
Note all criteria that the study area’s environment meets
 
Use this document  as built environment evidence when you are  












The activation of a facade and the number of 
entrances is a strong predictor of when people will 
slow down and engage in activities other than 
simply walking. An active facade presents 
opportunities for strangers to meet and mix, and 
provides an attraction for different types of people. 
Facade quality may be an essential precondition to 
creating places that invite all types of people and 
encourage social mixing.
Print a blank copy of your study area
Prepare multicolored pens/markers
Walk site and rank facade quality based on the spectrum on 
previous page 












Furnishings invite people to participate in public life, 
Simply, if there is nowhere provided to sit in a public 
space, people will not stay, making the place 
transitory. A furnishing analysis provides a quick 
look at how the built environment can help foster 
increased activity levels but encouraging visitors to 
stay and, in turn, improving social integration.
Print a blank copy of your study area
Walk along the study area and plot seating counts (total seats 
available), distinguishing between public and private seating.








Putting it all together 03
You’ve completed the toolkit, 
So now what?
Put it all together!
Revisit your research questions and 
use the combination of results to 
answer your questions
Do people from different socioeconomic 
groups spend time in the public realm? 
Are they interacting? What is the nature 
of their interaction? (from passive to 
casual to a familiar stranger) What 
prompted their interaction?
What types of design and programming 
allow for equal participation among 
socioeconomically different people? 
Does the public realm ‘fit’ everyone?
Relationships participation
Is the public realm being used by 
various individuals (gender, age, 
ethnicity)? Is anyone underrepresented 
in the public realm? When? 
equality
materials 04






